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Chapter 1- Cleaver of Dalranty 

It was the third age of man in the fifth solar of the reign of Emperor Constantine. 

 

Constantine 

Prince Justan strode across the barracks yard ahead of a detachment of seven guards. 

Dressed in navy blue pantaloons, yellow tunics and the silver-trimmed blue leathers of 

House Mustafa, the Palace Guard detachment looked smart and purposeful.  Justan wore a 

stern look as he led the way out of the barracks. There were few things he disagreed with 

his father on, but this duty troubled him.   

Upon arriving at the Service Gatehouse, Justan peered through the square frame of the drop 

gate to spy beyond the drawbridge. The Service Gatehouse was normally restricted to parties 

known to the Palace, including those providing regular services and deliveries. For a time, he 

observed the passing traffic in the city street opposite. He studied the individuals who 

approached the sentry boxes on the street side of the drawbridge.  The low sun and the 

city's high defensive walls meant the shadows were getting long.  

How perfect for them, Justan thought. 

His eye caught an old man walking down the street; the face of whom Justan didn’t 

recognise. He remembered these visitors were masters of disguise and misdirection. He 

watched the hunched figure hobbling along with his walking stick. The old man slowly 

passed the Palace Guard standing on sentry duty. Finding nothing more of interest, Justan 

turned his attention to the Marschal of the Gate Watch. “Anything to report, Marschal."  

Marschal Logan snapped to attention. "Not yet, Captain. There is still a quarter glass fall 

before they’re due, sir."   

I'm not sure I would trust these guests to be timely,” said Justan. “Expect the unexpected 

Marschal. For they are the fathers of deceit and untrustworthiness."    

"Captain?" 

"I inform you our visitors are the heads of the Guild clans. My father invites them to a 

meeting. This is to be kept in the strictest confidence which explains why we take them 

directly to the Bell Tower."  

"The Emperor entreaties the Guild?" said Logan, a little disbelieving. 

"I’m not privy to my father's plans. But they are the orders, yes." 

"So, are we to understand, one of them is an Illusionist, and a death dealer?" 

"The Grand Master himself.  The others are the Grand Master of Thieves and the Grand 

Master in Service. I don't mind saying it troubles me too, Logan." 

The implications surprised Logan. He hadn’t heard of a member of the Guild paying an 

official visit to the Palace. Three grandmasters together presented obvious concerns. "Under 



the circumstances, do you think an escort of seven is sufficient?" Logan queried. He knew 

the prince well enough to presume his suggestion would be taken in the right vein.  

Justan read the marschal's concern. "Any more might cause questions we don't want asked. 

You will ensure they are searched thoroughly. They may keep their hoods on at all times. 

The Emperor has agreed for them to protect their identities. Is that understood?" 

Logan's eyes widened, but he refrained from making another gratuitous comment. "Yes sir," 

he acknowledged. 

"If this meeting speaks to the general state of affairs in Mu, the portents are not good." 

“Indeed sir,” Logan replied, keeping his council. 

A call from the Watch above interrupted them. "We have visitors, Marshal."  

Justan peered back out through the drop gate. Three dark-robed figures stood by the sentry 

boxes. Their faces hidden beneath their hoods. 

"Look at what has stepped out of the shadows," he announced. 

***************************************************************************** 

Deep in contemplation, Emperor Constantine sat high upon his throne in the Hall of Allgod. 

Elevated on a sixty step dais, the emperor's throne dominated the centre of the great hall. In 

this large circular space, the Emperor looked an isolated and diminutive figure. 

Allgod was an ancient place. It was a work of the Great Builders in the First Age, a time long 

since passed and forgotten. Six enormous stone pillars framed the central round space of 

the auditorium. Each pillar depicted images from the empire’s six realms. Soaring above the 

pink and white marble floor was a domed roof opening, called the Oculus. The light directed 

through the Oculus illuminated a circular floor area known as the Ocularum. When in 

session, the members of Mu Court stood inside the Ocularum and endured the prevailing 

elements of sun, rain, hail and moonlight. The Geodeken historians believed that the Great 

Builders saw significance in this connection with nature and accordingly, the rulers of Mu 

continued the ancient custom.    

Equidistantly stationed along the auditorium's round perimeter, two hundred Palace Guards 

stood to attention.  Beyond the confines of the auditorium, the empty seats of the public 

galleries paid silent homage.  

"His Excellency, the High Chancellor, requests an audience, Your Highness," the Attending 

Marschal announced from an entranceway. Visitors seeking an audience with the Emperor 

could only approach if accompanied by the Attending Marschal and a detachment of guards.  

"Let him approach. Unattended if you will," Emperor Constantine responded. This privilege 

was reserved for the Emperor’s most trusted advisors and family members. 



As Salvarre made the long march to the throne dais, Constantine watched his chief advisor 

and confidant approach. 

Salvarre was a tall man dressed in the purple robes of his high office. He had a full white 

beard and a contrasting thin crop of hair with a receding hairline. Constantine thought his 

best feature was his kind and expressive eyes. He summoned Salvarre because it was time 

to explain a few things concerning a matter of great importance, but not all. 

Looking ahead in the distance, Salvarre couldn't help feel how isolated his friend appeared. 

Constantine wore a deep red and gold-lined robe in keeping with the imperial colours of the 

empire. Embroidered into his robe was a pattern of motifs representing the six realms. 

Although of similar age, the years were yet to take away Constantine's strength and virility. 

He still had a full head of blond hair and square shoulders.   

Salvarre was concerned for this leader he admired and loved so much. Being confined in 

here like this is not your style, my friend, he privately thought. "Why spend time perched on 

the Lonely Throne? I fear it makes His Highness a trifle dour," Salvarre challenged. 

"I could blame the tides of change that beleaguer us, Salvarre. Then again, perhaps I find 

comfort in this place where the Oculus keeps the shadows of trouble at bay." 

Salvarre knew Constantine well enough to understand this phrasing was deliberate. The 

particular inference, however, evaded him. "We’ve overcome bigger challenges before, my 

liege," retorted Salvarre in a show of bravado. 

"Salvarre, come closer, for I would speak softly," the Emperor beckoned.  

As Salvarre climbed up the flight of stone steps, the ring tribute behind the throne loomed 

larger. Composed of white marble, the ring’s curvature dwarfed the black mahogany throne. 

Engraved into the ring’s facing were the motifs of the six realms. Each morning light, 

Constantine had the tribute rotated on its bearings, so a different emblem sat ascendant at 

the apex. This day, the three crescent moons of the majik realm of Ordea were ascendant. 

Salvarre suspected this might have significance.   

By the time Salvarre ascended the dais steps, he was labouring. “This place was definitely 

built for larger folk,” he muttered, relieved to have completed the task. “You made me do 

this to test me, didn’t you?” 

“Not on this occasion my friend,” Constantine laughed. “But still, it does you good.” 

Constantine reached into his robe and produced a sealed letter. “Whatever happens, you 

must see this is delivered to the island city of Vedic Noir. It is to find the High Priestess of 

the Orders,” he said upon handing the letter over.  

The Sorceress of The Powers, Salvarre reflected. This development was unexpected, and in 

his view, not in keeping with current events. 

"What is going on Constantine?" he pointedly inquired. 



"Salvarre, do you remember a time in your younger life when you realised the world was 

different to what you took it for? When you had to adapt to realities you found yourself 

ignorant of?" 

"One of the Great Houses changes loyalty?" he queried, trying to guess the inference.  

"No, my concerns are further afield and more fundamental." 

Salvarre was immediately alerted. It’s so unlike Constantine to talk in riddles. 

"This Palace is not unlike Mu Square,” Constantine continued. “Both are filled with prying 

eyes and ears making no secret safe. A man must keep his counsel, less he gives the game 

away." 

"You query my service?" asked the confused High Chancellor. 

"Good lord no!" Constantine vented. He then checked himself for speaking too loudly.  

This behaviour set Salvarre's mentat mind whirring. This is not the fearless man I know. He 

couldn’t recall a time when Constantine refrained from speaking his mind, especially since 

becoming emperor. What’s going on?  

"You are my closest advisor and friend, Salvarre. You, most of all, understand the thing I fear 

is losing what we’ve built together." The Emperor took a long breath as if preparing himself. 

"I have discovered an evil in Mu. Something that has been with us a long time. It is an evil I 

dare not speak of, for to do so, could risk the lives of those closest; including you, my 

friend." 

Salvarre made to speak, but the Emperor raised a hand to bid his silence. 

"I've been through testing times and learned a good many things, recently. To protect us all, 

I have made decisions and put plans in place. So, to answer your earlier question Salvarre, I 

have taken a liking to open spaces away from eavesdroppers. This throne is in a secure 

open space. It is safe enough but not without risk." 

"You suspect spies or assassins?"   

"No Salvarre. I refer to the loss of innocence that follows when what you once took for 

granted becomes a lie. I am talking about a discovery that changes everything." 

Constantine saw his friend struggling to follow him. As he might, he thought, and so 

changed his tack. 

"Sometime early in this Third Age, a hidden nemesis stole our destiny. One so cunning and 

powerful it does so without us knowing. That is what we’re up against." 

"You must tell me. Who or what is this foe?" Salvarre demanded. 

"Perhaps I tell you too much already." 



"You fear for your life?" whispered Salvarre. He realised then; he was behaving like the 

Emperor. Who is more powerful than the Emperor of Mu? He wondered. 

"Power takes many guises, Salvarre. Intervention deployed under the cloak of secrecy is a 

fearsome thing. It gives one power over others. It enables the agenda to be manipulated 

from behind the scenes." 

Salvarre was speechless. He couldn't comprehend such a foe. 

"Tell no-one," Constantine insisted. "This enemy I speak of values secrecy above all else. If 

they discovered what I share now, they’d act without hesitation. I tell you this because your 

mentat skills give you the discipline to keep this secret hidden.” 

"I don't like it. What if something happened to you, gods forbid," said Salvarre becoming 

horrified by the prospect. "This nemesis you speak of would be free to do as before with no 

one the wiser." 

"Believe me when I say the walls of Mu Palace have eyes and ears, Salvarre. If you keep this 

counsel to yourself, I trust no harm will come to you. This is how this game must be played, 

at least for the time being. Perhaps now, you see why this letter to Vedic Noir is so 

important.”  

He plans to fight fire with fire, Salvarre considered. 

Constantine released a sigh of despair. "It is difficult not to confide in others, especially 

those you love most. Such an awful dilemma to live with." 

Seeing Constantine harbour such a burden was too much for Salvarre. "I’m here to serve, my 

liege, as I have always been,” he pleaded. “Tell me more. Tell me, so we can hunt down this 

tyranny together and expose them for what they are. I’ll serve with my life, if necessary."  

Constantine frowned. "You will serve best by continuing what you do so well, Salvarre," the 

Emperor instructed with a stern look. "Trust me in this; with so much at stake I see no other 

way."  

"No one else knows?"  

"I take steps to protect myself and those closest, including you." 

"You mean by not telling me the all of it," said a crestfallen Salvarre. 

"Yes, in part, my dear friend. As the smarter and more self-disciplined one of us, I know you 

can carry this burden; at least until the High Priestess arrives with the Orders. In the 

meantime, we must play for time and tell no one." In noticing Prince Justan’s approach, 

Constantine added, "This is where the Guild fits in."  

"My guards informed me I’d find you both here," Justan announced upon running up the 

sixty steps with barely a puff. 



Salvarre regarded Justan’s youthful athleticism with envy. 

Justan quickly noticed the two serious faces. He then surveyed the surrounding expanse 

inside the Hall of Allgod. "A good place to have a private conversation. Anything I should 

know about?" 

"An astute observation Justan," Constantine said with a father's proud smile. "All in good 

time, son. Have our guests arrived?” 

"Yes, Father. Our guests, as you kindly describe them are like caged animals. They appear 

none happier to be at the Palace than we are to receive them." 

"I see. Did you follow my instructions?" 

"My men searched them thoroughly before escorting them to the Bell Tower where we have 

them secured. And yes, father, as per your instructions, they were allowed to keep their 

faces concealed," Justan confirmed.  

"Very good. Best we are off then. Destiny awaits," he said with a wink to Salvarre as he rose 

from the Lonely Throne.  

**************************************************************************** 

In the late afternoon sun, the three figures made their way across the palace bridge walk. 

Long shadows danced ahead of them like portents of an uncertain and shifting future.  From 

their vantage point high in Mu Palace, the emperor's party had a spectacular view of the 

surrounding riverscape.   

Mu Palace was situated on a river island that was Mu Citadel, the Capital of the Empire. The 

island citadel was a conglomeration of densely packed buildings, set behind a river 

perimeter wall that rose sixty feet from deep frontage. At the upstream end of the island sat 

Mu Palace in all its magnificence. The palace’s six towering keeps and high wall 

fortifications dominated the citadel. Each tower represented a realm of the empire. At its 

centre and soaring above the others was the Great Tower, home to the Emperor and his 

household.  

In the low sun, the prevailing breeze fanned the river's waters creating a myriad of golden 

sparkles extending upstream. This pretty river valley vista, however, was lost on the three as 

they strode purposefully towards the remote Bell Tower.  

Emperor Constantine felt trapped. Such was the veiled nature of his opponents' power; he 

sensed his fate was sealed. He imagined the mythical pendulum Cleaver of Dalranty inched 

closer overhead. Constantine felt trapped in a situation from which he couldn’t free himself, 

and time was running out. With each passing moment, he expected Dalranty’s Cleaver 

descended lower, sweep by sweep. 

"This is to be a historic event gentleman," Constantine announced after a period of silence. 

"Although, it irks to see the Guild spawn off nobility's greed," he reflected. 



"The affairs of state are in trouble, Your Highness," agreed the High Chancellor. "Rivalry 

between the Houses is close to civil war, and this feeds the clans' shady dealings. They’ve 

become too powerful and must be brought within the purview of your authority." 

"Father I don't like this at all," Justan interjected. "Meeting with these thieves and assassins 

only legitimises their existence."  

Justan was the youngest of the group and in the prime of his powers. Like his father, he had 

blond hair and the broad shoulders of a warrior.   

"Precisely!" the Emperor emphasised. 

"Yes, but how can we deal with those whose very livelihood undermines Mu?" asked Justan 

with growing frustration in his voice. "Just this sunrise, Lord Allric asked me if I would 

recommend using the Guild for protection. He believed a rival House had hired thieves to 

steal from his father's estate. This information came from the Servilliers Guild clan. So we 

have nobles paying one clan for protection against another in response to leaks fed by the 

Servilliers. Has Mu gone to the dogs? Let me cut off the heads of these snakes." 

The High Chancellor smiled sympathetically at the young captain. Salvarre had the learned 

visage expected of a Word Keeper. Armed with the powerful intellect of a mentat trained at 

the School of Minds, his words carried weight. "Whether we like it or not, Prince Justan, 

these arcane clans were established in times past and are ingrained into the fabric of 

society. They have many heads. Your valiant offer to cut off but a few would only undermine 

the hard work your father has done in setting up this meeting."   

"I understand this, Excellency." The prince nodded with due deference. "Even so, we all know 

the reason these snakeheads attend is that one doesn't trust the other. This goes to my 

point about making deals with the untrustworthy."  

The Emperor stopped in his tracks and caught the chancellor's eye before he spoke next. He 

was a large man with a matching personality who inspired confidence in those around him. 

He focused his attention on Justan with an engaging smile. 

"Son, undesirable they may be, but as the High Chancellor has just indicated, they are in the 

frequent employ of the Great Houses; so we must ameliorate rather than eliminate. Your 

point about untrustworthiness, however, is a good one. I suggest it is the self-serving 

nobles, including some on the Imperial Council itself that causes the disharmony we find 

ourselves in. These untrustworthy snakeheads, as you name them, offer me something Mu 

nobility does not, which is why this meeting holds promise."  

"Their word is their bond. How ironic," the prince begrudgingly admitted.  

"Yes son, that is their stock in trade," Constantine continued. "All contracts must be 

honoured. It is their code. Failure to honour the code results in death enforced inside the 

Guild." Constantine looked to both of them with a wry smile. "How much easier it would be if 

I could call upon such self-discipline amongst the ruling families; how say you?" 



"That would be something indeed." The High Chancellor nodded with a rueful laugh.  

An unamused Prince Justan stared ahead; he still felt uneasy about this meeting. In spite of 

his father's bravado, he detected something distracted him. What weighs on your mind, 

father? Justan wondered. He made a point of pursuing this after the meeting.  

As the Emperor resumed the walk, his face turned grim. "The question, gentlemen, is how 

do I get these snakeheads to agree with me at such a time of lucrative trade?" 

 

Unwitting Conspirators 

The Bell Tower was reserved for discrete meetings; the most secretive of which were held in 

the Bell Tower observatory. Facing directly upstream, one had a grand view of the Mighty Mu 

River. This greatest of rivers bisected the heartland of Muaryia; the wealthiest and most 

influential of the Six Realms.  

 

From opposite corners of the observatory, three shrouded figures faced each other.  There 

was palpable uneasiness as the dark figures sat in silence. These were the heads of the 

secret clans collectively referred to as the Guild; grandmasters in the shadowy world of 

extortion, thievery and intrigue. Many held respectable stations in Mu life and used these as 

a cover for their secret dealings. Visiting Mu Palace was not in line with usual Guild business 

and placed them at risk of exposure. 

 

Gilgamesh, Grand Master of the Illusionists, was seething. He paced the small confines of 

the room. In stepping from one shadow to the next, his dark robed figure faded in and out 

of view like a shifting apparition. In frustration, he broke the silence. “The Illusionists are 

not so naïve. We don’t turn up to meetings without first knowing the cards in play. I can’t 

believe you expose us like this, and before the Emperor himself! How dare you force this 

upon us?” 

 

“In your usual pleasant mood, I see brother,” replied the calm and controlled voice of 

Morgan, Grand Master in Service to the Servilliers. The Servilliers were the largest and most 

influential of the Guild clans. Their members lived double lives in the employ of the noble 

families while secretly serving the interests of the Guild. Acting as intermediaries in the 

trade of information they were masters of deceit and deception.   

 

“Perhaps if your clan’s dealings were more circumspect there would not be a need to be 

here. I invited you out of courtesy. No one forces you to be here. Why choose to come and 

then be ungrateful?” Morgan knew he was inflammatory, but felt the cantankerous one 

deserved it. 

 

“You overreach brother,” Gilgamesh sniped back. “Remember, while you live the high life 

and ingratiate yourself to the high-borns, it is the Illusionists and the Thief clans that 

perform your dirty promises. Without us, you would be nothing.” 

 



Gamin, Grand Master of Thieves, interceded. “You are either the wisest of us or the most 

foolish for agreeing to this engagement with the Emperor. My earnest brother and I are here 

to see which of these turns out to be the case. The point is, my dear Servillier, you didn’t 

seek our agreement before setting up this meeting.” 

 

“Well, I can see that the Illusionists and the Thieves are too comfortable to appreciate that 

change is upon us all, not just those we serve,” said Morgan, warming to his subject. 

“Alternatively, I could counter by saying it is your ill-considered dealings that force me to 

play this hand. I take this action because we have become too shortsighted and greedy to 

appreciate the full measure of what we sow.” 

 

Gilgamesh’s viperous tone continued. “You spend too much time with nobles - you act and 

talk like one. Your fancy words don’t change the point you risk exposing us and putting our 

leaderships in jeopardy.” 

 

Now we are getting to the truth of it, thought Morgan.  

 

As the Grand Master of the Illusionists shook with anger, Morgan noticed the outline of his 

robe fade in and out of focus. It was an unnerving sight. This is a dangerous man at the best 

of times and not to be trifled with, he reminded himself.  

 

Morgan decided to be more conciliatory. “As you say, brother. But sometimes leaders have 

to place their people before their personal self-interest and take bold action when required. 

Playing safe and waiting for the right cards, as you suggest, is not always an option when 

events move at a pace.”  

 

They heard the approach of footsteps. Gilgamesh slunk into a nearby shadow and faded 

from view. The remaining two grandmasters were left staring at each other in silence.  

 

Chosen Destiny 

In arriving at the entrance to the Bell Tower observatory, the Emperor instructed his son to 

stand watch with the sentries and ensure privacy. He next entered with the High Chancellor. 

Upon stepping into the observatory, he saw only two grandmasters waiting to greet him.   

 

“The Guild extends greetings, Your Imperial Highness and Excellency,” said Morgan.  

 

Constantine was disappointed. “I was led to expect there were three. It appears one of you 

thought the better of stepping into the lion’s den, irrespective of me granting anonymity.”  

 

“Not so, Your Highness,” countered the Grand Master in Service. “I would introduce to his 

Imperial Highness, the Grand Master of Thieves and the Grand Master of Illusionists?”  

 

In response to his introduction, Gilgamesh stepped from out of the shadows to join the 

others. The three grandmasters gave a respectful nod. 

 



Startled and impressed, Constantine was about to address them as honoured guests but 

quickly thought better of it. “Grand Masters of the Guild, welcome to Mu Palace. As agreed 

you have the anonymity stipulated and my protection.”  

 

“Thank you, Your Highness,” Morgan acknowledged on behalf of the three shrouded figures. 

 

Now for the first test, Constantine considered. “I wish to start this meeting by illustrating my 

goodwill,” he announced.  

 

This’ll be interesting, Gilgamesh cynically thought.  

 

Constantine nodded to the dark robed figure who identified himself as the Grand Master in 

Service. “I need to acknowledge that the High Chancellor and I have ascertained your 

identity. You are known to us as Morgan, trusted vizier to my good friend the Duke of 

Zukerland.”  

 

A deathly stillness hung in the air.  

 

Constantine explained. “Morgan, even beneath the trappings of your concealment, your 

voice and manner are telling.”  

 

Gilgamesh looked at Gamin who returned his gaze. Even though their faces were shrouded, 

both instinctively knew what the other was thinking. The Servilliers were adept at lies and 

deception, but they were not adept in the field skills of disguise.  

 

Precisely why this meeting was not a good idea. Now we pay the price, Gilgamesh 

concluded. 

 

“Given my friendship with the Duke, I guess it was just a matter of time before I might have 

divined this. However, due to the importance of this meeting, I will not challenge the Duke 

on this.” 

 

Gilgamesh and Gamin returned brief glances to share their surprise at this unexpected 

outcome.  

 

“Even so, Your Highness,” acknowledged Morgan with a bow. He knew full well the risks in 

setting up this liaison and so was not taken totally by surprise. He also had surmised that if 

something of substance was going to transpire, a line of communication needed to be 

established. He was the best placed to do this. Morgan promptly lowered his hood. 

 

Constantine regarded the man’s weasel-like diminutive features and subservient 

mannerisms. It made him wonder how many others had been deceived by his unassuming 

appearance. Even though Morgan was in his middle years, the close-cropped greying beard 

and the heavy lines on his face suggested holding office and conducting a secret Guild life 

took their toll.   



 

“Neither have I chosen to inform the Duke,” retorted Morgan. “I know His Grace to be a wise 

man who misses little, but he is also clever enough to take advantage of my abilities where 

it serves him to do so.” 

 

Strange times, Salvarre considered. “The Duke of Zukerland is the most successful 

merchantman in the realm and cares little for the affairs of state. As his Chancellor and 

Vizier this gives you wide latitude; how perfect for you and your secret profession.”  

 

“Is this meeting falling apart before it starts?” growled Gilgamesh.  

 

“This does create a nexus,” said Constantine in a considered demeanour that contrasted 

Gilgamesh’s outburst.   

 

The Emperor paused and nodded to Salvarre for acquiescence. No word was exchanged, but 

Salvarre knew Constantine’s thoughts well enough and gave his consent with a subtle nod.  

 

“Morgan, the High Chancellor and I pledge not to divulge your identity to anyone outside of 

this room. We make this pledge to you as a sign of good faith in what is to be achieved 

here.” 

 

Gamin couldn’t quite believe what he just witnessed. Have things changed that much? They 

must be more desperate than I realise.  

 

Arc of Descent 

Did Morgan just make a pact with the Emperor and High Chancellor? Wondered the Grand 

Master of the Illusionists.   

 

This didn’t ring true to Gilgamesh. He sensed he was missing something. In his line of work, 

such things could represent a missed opportunity or a misjudged threat. Either way, the 

Grand Master didn’t like the feeling one bit. 

 

Morgan bowed in a show of deference. “Your Highness, as you are willing to go to such 

lengths to keep the game pieces in play, so to speak, I suggest you make the next move.”  

 

As planned, Salvarre stepped forward and raised a hand to pause proceedings. “I like the 

board game analogy, Grand Master, for it leads me to an important matter regarding the 

rules of this engagement. Before the Emperor outlines his proposal, I need to confirm that 

each of you has the undisputed authority to make a binding agreement on behalf of your 

clan brethren.”  

 

Morgan again spoke for the trio. “Unless there has been a recent change in circumstances,” 

he said, referring to the two hooded figures; “I believe that is in the case, Excellency.”  

 

The others nodded their consent.  



 

“Very well, let me start by explaining the situation,” began the Emperor of Mu. “A decision 

hangs in the balance, and I invite the Guild’s Grand Masters to help me resolve it.”  

 

A clever way to entreat us, considered Gamin who fully expected wouldn’t be a simple walk 

through Mu Town Square. 

 

“The rivalry between the noble houses of Mu escalates to the brink of civil war. As we speak, 

allegiances are being strengthened and battle contingencies planned. This rivalry is now 

spreading to the outer realms. It is no secret this situation is being fuelled by the Guild, who 

profit well in these distrustful times.”  

 

Not a promising opening, thought a cynical Gamin.  

 

“Yes, Your Highness,” added Morgan. “We know the aspirations of Warlord Peshwar. He 

builds allegiances with several Great Houses and makes no secret of his claim to be the 

rightful successor to your throne.”  

 

When Constantine didn’t react, Morgan pressed further for a response. “In the process, the 

Warlord alienates those Great Houses who don’t support his ambitions.”  

 

“Indeed, Morgan,” the emperor finally acknowledged. “I understand this is unhelpful….” His 

voice trailed off as if his thoughts were on other concerns.   

 

In reading this, Morgan surmised there was more in play. Given he had no information from 

his Servillier network, he wondered if such matters belonged to the outer realms and beyond 

his sphere of influence.  

 

The Emperor bounced back into the present moment. “Time is running short, and events 

move quickly. To choose not to act also has inherent consequences. I ask you then, what 

should an emperor do to protect Muaryia and the wider Empire?”  

 

He paused a deliberate moment. Upon receiving no response, he continued: “Then, let me 

enlighten you how I see the options. First, I could decree it treasonous for noble house 

family members to deal with the Guild and make such acts punishable by death. This would 

be similar to the Guild’s Code, would it not?” said Constantine with an ironic smile. 

 

“Second,” the emperor continued to avoid interruption. “I could declare the Guild, an enemy 

of the Six Realms and offer a bounty for information leading to the apprehension of a bona 

fide Guild member.”  

 

The stony silence continued. For a moment, Constantine’s attention was diverted. He 

thought he saw the robed figure of Gilgamesh fading, but chose not to be distracted.  

 



“I could do nothing, of course, and let civil war ensue. This also may not be in the Guild’s 

interests. The Houses of Mu would have to fund military campaigns and so, become less 

inclined to indulge in Guild services.”  

 

“Perhaps,” Morgan conceded, wary of the emperor’s stance. “I’m sure the demand for spies 

and assassins would serve the Illusionists.”  

 

Gilgamesh smirked beneath his hood. The grandmaster of the assassins expected the 

emperor had more up his sleeve. He decided to force the matter. “So you would rid the 

world of my kin and fellow Guild brethren, and yet you ask us to support your decision in 

this!” exclaimed Gilgamesh in a show of incredulity.  

 

The emperor studied the shrouded figure of Gilgamesh. “True, I don’t condone your work, 

Grand Master. However, the greater need is to contain the actions of the nobles. I plan to do 

this by denying access to their means. This is why I am putting forward a fourth alternative.”  

 

An expectant quietness followed.  

 

“In the Guild’s earlier times, I believe there was an understanding; although not officially 

part of your Code. This understanding was to never wrong or do undesirable business with a 

major House for fear of creating a powerful enemy that might seek retribution. By 

overstepping this observance, you have achieved the very outcome you once wisely chose to 

avoid. In so doing, you now threaten the security of the Empire. The Guild needs to 

recognise this and step back into those boundaries it previously prescribed for itself; 

although this time in a more formal manner.”  

 

Morgan watched the reaction of the other two shrouded figures. Their silence and stillness 

spoke volumes. He suspected they too wondered where this conversation was leading.  

 

Constantine outlined his proposal. “I propose to put in place a covenant with the Guild and 

formally recognise the Guild and its activities. In return, I ask the Guild to agree to restrain 

from any dealing that directly or indirectly brings harm to a Great House including its Duke, 

Duchess and heir. I have asked the High Chancellor to prepare this covenant for you to read 

and execute.”  

 

The High Chancellor produced a document for all to see.  

 

“This covenant is restricted to members of the the Great Houses, which although few in 

number, may regrettably be important clientele,” Constantine reiterated. 

 

The three grandmasters reviewed the parchment in turn.   

 

Gilgamesh seized the initiative. “Your Highness, while I do not speak for the others, the 

Illusionists are but servants of Mu. My clan seeks employ from any who can afford us. We do 

not moralise; we offer for hire, highly trained adepts with specialised skills. If you wish to 



control the Noble class, you best work on disciplining them. In short, I can think of nothing 

to sway me from agreeing to such a self-limiting arrangement.” 

 

Although not unexpected, Constantine was disappointed at such rejection from the outset. 

He had played his cards and hoped that reason and a little wisdom might prevail. Alas, this 

now seemed beyond reach. So it looks like we resort to more forceful measures, he privately 

considered, despairing of what might follow.  

 

The tension had been unrelenting, and he felt the energy drain as the sense of 

disappointment rose. The group had been standing, so he motioned them to take a seat.  

 

As convention dictated, Constantine gathered his deep red and gold trim robe and assumed 

his seat in the observatory’s high chair. Upon sitting down, a distinct click reverberated in 

the room. This was followed by a whooshing sound.  

 

Startled heads turned to make out the origins.  

 

High above from within the vaulted ceiling, a harpoon in a trapeze descended. Salvarre’s 

faculties picked its intent first. A death trap! He screamed out and launched himself to 

intervene. 

 

The harpoon trapeze had already reached deathly speed. Salvarre watched helplessly as it 

smashed into the rear of the high chair. Time stood still as everyone saw the timbers shatter 

before the force of the harpoon. As the chair back splintered apart, the harpoon followed 

through to impale a bewildered Constantine.  

 

After it was over, the three Guild brethren stood frozen, confronted by the sight of the 

emperor’s situation. Constantine was slumped forward, nailed to the harpoon harness, limp 

and lifeless.  

 

Salvarre was first by his friend’s side. He embraced the emperor and held him up to take the 

weight. “I have you now. You must be strong. Hold on my friend,” he said as he eased the 

emperor from his impalement to the stone floor. 

 

As Constantine came too, he groaned in agony. Salvarre’s face peered at him up close. “They 

got me Salvarre, they know no bounds,” he whispered. Constantine tilted his head to gaze 

down at the wound in his stomach. Blood stained through his garments and began to pool. 

“I’m sorry my friend. This doesn’t look good.”  

 

Salvarre panicked. Tears welled in his eyes with the realisation. “Don’t leave me. I can’t do 

this alone. I can’t lead a loveless life,” he pleaded. “Don’t you dare go,” he challenged in 

desperation. 

 



“Look at me Salvarre,” said Constantine as he squeezed his friend’s arm with failing 

strength. “Remember all I told you. I need you to see this through. The Orders will come. So 

you won’t be alone. Trust me and be patient.” 

 

Prince Justan came bursting into the observatory with his guards in hot pursuit. He 

immediately saw his father collapsed in Salvarre’s arms, his life’s blood draining onto the 

marble floor. “Father, no...” he screamed out. 

 

Justan sprinted to his father side. “I should have been here to protect you… from these 

snakes,” he cried, the rage welling up inside him. 

 

Although clearly upset, the High Chancellor had the presence of mind to address Justan. 

“Keep your men at bay, Captain. None here had a direct hand...” He trailed off, stricken with 

grief.   

 

A sense of fatalistic doom gripped Constantine. He looked up at the Guild Masters and 

focused his anger and despair. “Who do I thank for this crafty piece of handiwork?” he 

muttered, grimacing in pain. 

 

It then hit Gilgamesh like a thunder strike. Of course! My clan will be the prime suspect.  

 

Morgan next glanced at his fellow grandmasters in exasperation. “By the gods, what has 

been done?”   

 

“What have we done, brother?” corrected Gilgamesh. “Although I don’t know who is 

responsible, I do know it is the Guild who will be held to account for this.” 

 

This conversation confused Justan. He tried to make sense of what was happening. He 

recognised Morgan and read his horrified face. Although the other two Guild Masters still 

had their faces concealed, they too appeared confused and indecisive.  

 

Kharon be damned! Gamin cursed. “This is a setup! Don’t you see this was masterminded by 

someone who saw it as a perfect opportunity to lay the blame on the Guild? No one will 

believe we had no hand in it. The backlash will throw us back cycles.” 

 

The Emperor gathered his wits. Knowing his time was short, he beckoned to Justan. “Come 

closer, son,” he whispered. Justan leant forward and held onto his father with grimed 

determination. “I am not long for this world, so you must listen carefully,” Constantine 

began. 

 

“Oh father, please no …” Justan interrupted, tears welling in his eyes.  

 

In severe pain and already finding it hard to breathe, Constantine strained to focus.  “The 

Imperial Council members - especially those of the Outland realms – must attend the 

election of my successor.”   



 

“Yes sir,” Justan hurriedly agreed.  

 

Constantine sensed his son wasn’t concentrating. “No! Justan - listen carefully,” he 

reiterated.  

 

“We face a foe that will go to extreme lengths to influence the election. A lunar cycle is a 

short time to assemble everyone – some will be easily dissuaded. We know what they think 

of the Council,”  added Constantine labouring between breaths. “You must anticipate this 

and work with Salvarre on making plans. Agreed?” he implored, looking at Justan and then 

gazed at Salvarre for further acknowledgement. 

 

“Yes, father.”  

 

Constantine’s straining for breath was now pronounced. “Good! Give your mother and 

Fredrick my love. Most of all protect your older brother - from our enemies and himself.” 

The great man then forced a smile and reached out to touch Justan’s face. A final moment of 

love and mutual respect was exchanged, one that would be engrained on Justan forever.  

 

“Now help me - do this last thing,” he requested. 

 

Justan and Salvarre carefully coaxed the mortally wounded man to sit up. Wincing with pain, 

Constantine faced the Guild brethren. He stared at the three men with grim intent.  

 

“Now are you going to sign this blooded document - or be consigned to damnation when 

the next emperor takes office - and hunts you out of existence?” he uttered in between 

shallow breaths. 

 

Gilgamesh remembered what he had said earlier. He saw the irony. This was the unthinkable 

event to force him to reconsider. “Your Highness, under the circumstances, I accede to your 

wish.” Upon reflection, he added, “Albeit, I suspect it will be your last.”  

 

“It appears House Mustafa and the Servilliers have an enemy in common,” offered Morgan.  

“Your good friend and my master, the Duke of Zukerland will also wish to see the 

perpetrators pay for what they have done.” 

 

The three grandmasters promptly signed.   

 

A hand of destiny was laid to rest.  

 
 

Cold Light of Sole 

Her Grace, Markeesha, the Grand Duchess of Mu, and matriarch of the reigning House 

Mustafa, made her lonely way across the courtyard to the mausoleum. It was a cold wind-

swept day befitting her sombre mood. The grief of recent events weighed heavily on her 



soul. Her husband had rolled the dice on the Mu political stage, and now fate had dealt him 

a cruel blow. As matriarch, it was left to her to pick up the pieces and solve the mystery of 

his assassination. 

 

Markeesha had requested a gathering of the senior family members at the mausoleum 

before the Imperial funeral service. The Mustafa mausoleum was an ancient stone structure 

in the centre of Riverstone Castle’s private courtyard. As the Grand Duchess arrived, she 

paused before the heavy and ornately carved timber door. Even though she was a strong 

and self-assured woman, she had to steel herself for this occasion.   

 

Markeesha leant on the large frame and swung the door open to reveal those assembled in 

the main crypt. First, she noticed Salvarre in his heavy robes of office kneeling by the 

emperor’s casket. He held Constantine’s hand and was quietly sobbing. Although not a 

family member, his relationship with the emperor had been close. Truth be known, she 

admitted to herself, since becoming emperor her husband spent more time with Salvarre 

than with herself. She resented Constantine’s devotion to his work and the time it stole but 

consoled herself they had two fine sons together.   

 

Prince Fredrick stood arm in arm with his wife, Lady Josephine. They both faced the casket, 

watching the grieving Salvarre. Fredrick looked agitated. Markeesha thought this 

problematic given his propensity to overact in such situations. Life doesn’t always wait for 

one to grow up. Now it finds unprepared shoulders, she lamented.  

 

Seven years Fredrick’s junior, Prince Justan stood alone. He had proven to be a fine leader of 

men and had performed the duties of the Captain of the Palace Guard with distinction. She 

thought it was a pity he would have to step down when another House became ascendant 

upon the election of a new emperor. 

 

Salvarre looked up in response to the Grand Duchess’s approach. He watched her as she 

brushed aside her windswept auburn locks to reveal her high cheek bones and large hazel 

green eyes. Even in this saddest of times, she had the strength to carry herself with purpose 

and poise, he considered. Salvarre observed the dark brown cape that covered her solid 

womanly frame. In noticing it was unclasped, he figured she didn’t mean to dwell. Salvarre 

suddenly realised Markeesha was gazing at him with soulful concern. In returning her gaze, 

he received a brief nod and a kind smile of recognition.  

 

Markeesha then made to address them all. “This will be our last opportunity to pay our 

respects in private before the public proceedings begin. You may wish to believe his spirit 

still lingers, so I thought it important we meet here,” she began. “It is also appropriate that I 

make these remarks in his presence.”   

 

At this, the High Chancellor gently relinquished the dead emperor’s hand and made to stand 

up alongside the others. Markeesha was not one to make idle conversation, so they all paid 

close attention. 

 



“My husband was a great man on so many measures, and I suspect he lost his life in pursuit 

of what he thought best for this realm and the Empire. I know he loved you all so much. His 

loss is profound and affects us deeply. Salvarre, I invited you because, through your 

devotion to my husband and his work, you have become part of this family.”  

 

“Thank you, Grand Duchess. You are gracious as always, even in these dark times.” He 

managed to squeeze out the words.  

 

Until now, Markeesha hadn’t realised the true depth of feeling Salvarre had for Constantine. 

“A dark hand saw fit to take his life for reasons we don’t know. Just before his death, 

Constantine was preoccupied. This suggests he had wind of something. Unfortunately, he 

didn’t share particular details other than to impress the importance of this agreement with 

this sinister Guild. I know this situation frustrates you, Salvarre.”  

 

Salvarre reflected on his last conversation with Constantine in the Hall of Allgod. He recalled 

the threat Constantine alluded to and his explicit warnings. Salvarre was now beginning to 

appreciate his friend’s predicament. Yes, it is cruel of you to leave me with this secret. He 

returned Markeesha’s look. “His death remains a mystery, grand lady. It also appears a 

mystery to the three heads of the Guild clans who witnessed it all.”  

 

“Mother I don’t understand you,” interrupted Fredrick. “It is obvious Warlord Peshwar has a 

hand in this evil plot.”  

 

Fredrick was a tall man of slimmer build to his father. He shared his mother’s strong 

features, including wavy auburn hair and large hazel green eyes. Offsetting his wavy hair 

was a closely cropped full face beard. Unlike his parents, he had an impetuous manner. It 

was this that concerned Markeesha right now.  

 

“Fredrick you will need to explain yourself,” responded Markeesha, with a calmness that 

belied her concern. “What evidence is there to support what you say?”  

 

“Peshwar is the one who stands most to benefit and the one who boastfully claims his right 

to be the next emperor. Unfortunately, father was too late to stop the contract on his life,” 

Fredrick protested. “That’s all the evidence one needs.” 

 

“You think no other realm might wish a change from Muaryian dominance?” queried Justan, 

critical of his brother’s assertions. 

 

“Justan, you should keep to soldiering. The rulers of the other realms are not capable nor 

interested in stepping up. Perhaps I should spell it out to prove my point.”  

 

“Please don’t,” requested the younger brother, but knew it would be in vain.”  

 

“Verderan is under constant threat of another Elvic War. It is only because of father’s efforts 

that peace exists with the Woodelven. Overlord Valakân’s dark elf blood ties compromise 



him,” began Fredrick. “Then there is King Fārādin. Nobody trusts the King of the sea 

invaders. In crushing the once-mighty navy of the Holy Ordean Empire and subjugating the 

lands of Ormuzd, many question if he stops there?”  

 

“Why say such things, Fredrick?” objected the High Chancellor, disturbed by the naked turn 

of phrase being used. “That was over eight solars ago. Since joining the Empire, and thanks 

to the efforts of your father, the Illantheans have added greatly to increased trade and 

prosperity.” 

 

“Granted, High Chancellor, but the invasion of Ormuzd and control of a mighty navy doesn’t 

build neighbourly trust,” said Fredrick, laughing at his quip. “Speaking of trust, perhaps I 

should next mention the warrior mage, Adakar. With the falling apart of the Holy Ordean 

Empire, he rose up and claimed the last remnant for himself. Why he joined Ordea to the 

Empire remains a moot point. He rarely attends the Imperial Council, and when he does, he 

appears more interested in catching up with his infamous daughters. They are the ones who 

take interest in Muaryian affairs.”   

 

“Don’t you mean taken an interest in eligible Muaryian noblemen, Fredrick? They are 

shameless,” added Lady Josephine, with evident disapproval. 

 

“The princesses do stand out in a crowd; you have to give them that Josephine. If I were 

their father, I’d be watchful too,” offered an amused Justan.  

 

Fredrick ignored this remark. “Next there are the unseemly Imanishi desert nomads. They 

are too busy fighting night beasts to be interested in Mu and are also infrequent attendees 

on the Imperial Council.”  

 

“Speak to your own account brother. Codasetti Na Jehlum is an ally to our House,” said 

Justan, whose friendship with the Imanishi clan chief was well known. 

 

“I stand corrected, Justan. Perhaps by saying unseemly, I should have said fearsome and 

misunderstood. Your friendship with Na Jehlum notwithstanding, Imanishi interest in 

becoming emperor is remote at best.”  

 

Again, it was a little too patronising for Justan’s liking, but he had made his point and 

defended his friend.  

 

“Finally, we have the High Lords of Krakenlore and their dragon allies who have been 

fighting amongst themselves in their remote volcanic realm for hundreds of cycles. 

Although Thane Draghi has been attending the Imperial Council meetings of late, he is a 

puppet of a realm at war with itself. I conclude that Peshwar knows he has no serious 

challengers. The next emperor will be Muaryian as it has always been. As Warlord and 

Archduke of Muaryia, Peshwar is the sole benefactor of father’s death,” said Fredrick, 

completing his political assessment.   

 



“Very well, Fredrick; I think you’ve made your point,” Markeesha remarked after patiently 

listening. “But to make such accusations, in noble court, you must have strong evidence 

connecting the Warlord with a plot to kill your father,” she warned. 

 

“That traitor Peshwar already sails to Antark to parley with Overlord Valakân, no doubt to 

shore up his vote at the next Imperial Council election,” he claimed in protest. “These are 

the acts of one who schemes and plots, mother.”  

 

Justan was incredulous. “Fredrick, he sailed to Verderan sunrises ago! If you are right, 

wouldn’t you think he might wait first to see if this plot to kill father was successful?” 

 

“He is too clever for that; can’t you see!” Fredrick shouted in frustration. “I have already sent 

an eagle courier ahead to Antark to inform him of his mistake. It will be the first message he 

receives when he gets off the boat,” he announced, proud of his initiative.   

 

This news disheartened the Grand Duchess. She saw matters already heading in undesirable 

directions. This made what she had to do next so much harder. She called upon the 

memories of past conversations with Constantine to remind her of the course of action she 

must steer. On more than one occasion, he had told her, “Should my time suddenly come, 

you must leave the Palace, my love. Step off the royal stage and protect the family.” This 

memory galvanised her into action. 

 

“Justan, your father’s dying instructions were to make sure a delegate from all Six Realms 

attended the emperor’s election, especially those with the poorest record of attendance. We 

need to see that happens,” the Grand Duchess insisted. 

 

“Salvarre and I already make preparations, mother,” he reassured her. 

 

Markeesha turned to the visibly upset High Chancellor. “Salvarre you have to carry the torch 

now. You will be officiating in Constantine’s stead until a new emperor is elected. Do his 

memory proud and continue to serve Mu, as you have done so well before,” She urged with a 

warm smile to bolster the man’s failing spirits. 

 

Salvarre nodded his acknowledgement, but something in her comments triggered his 

mentat mind. He searched her words for intentions; he sensed he was missing something. 

 

“Fredrick and Josephine, if you agree, I wish to retain the private wing at Riverstone Castle. I 

plan to move out of the Palace and leave it to those responsible for preparing the transition 

to the next emperor.”  

 

They both dutifully nodded their acquiescence. 

 

“Very well, then; I have decided that forthwith, you Fredrick will assume your rightful place 

as head of House Mustafa and succeed Constantine as the next Duke of Inkatha. This is also 



your father’s wish. May you and Josephine serve the people and these lands well,” she added 

with a note of finality. 

 

“As you say, mother.” Fredrick respectfully nodded. Josephine beamed with pride and 

squeezed Fredrick’s hand in excitement.  

 

These are Constantine’s directions, Salvarre sensed. His hand is at play even after his death. 

Salvarre’s mentat memory enabled him to recall word for word what Constantine said on 

that fateful sole. So, you fully expected your own demise and planned what had to be done. 

The letter sent to the Sorceress of Vedic Noir is more important than I realised. But why? 

Why didn’t you tell me? The thought sent a chill through Salvarre. Who or what forces an 

Emperor to act this way?  

 

All Justan could think of were his father’s dying words: “Give your mother and Fredrick my 

love. Most of all protect your older brother from our enemies and himself.”   

 

“Now I suggest we say our goodbyes,” requested Markeesha.  

 

She then stepped across to the casket and placed a gentle kiss on the dead emperor’s 

forehead. “I will miss you, my larger-than-life husband. May your great works and this 

family do your legacy proud? I love you, my dear,” she murmured, and then turned around 

and left the mausoleum. 

 

The sense of abandonment on them all was profound.  

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 2- The Imanishi  
 

Desert World of Harkens 

From beneath the protection of his sand-coloured robes, Na Jehlum, Codasetti of the Rashir 

tribe stared out across the shimmering vista rising above the hot desert dunes. From this 

vantage point at the craggy ridge top, one could perceive the inhospitable vastness of the 

Harkens. Typical of an Imanishi desert warrior, Na Jehlum was a powerfully built man with a 

swarthy complexion. Although his hood shadowed his face, vivid blue eyes sparkled with the 

reflective brightness of the glaring desert landscape.  

 

In the distance, Na Jehlum scanned his roamers gaining elevation in the afternoon thermals. 

They would soon begin their sorties across the large distances that awaited them. The 

Rashir Roamers served as the aerial navigators of the Imanishi. They traversed the Harkens 

on the back of giant condors; huge birds of prey referred to as “the winged emissaries of 

death” by visiting treasure seekers.  



 

Ashaan, Na Jehlum’s number one, joined him at the lookout. “Greetings, Codasetti. All goes 

well. We expect to flight a full patrol and messenger dispatch.”  

 

“Hmm. What is happening to the Gammon shift?” Na Jehlum asked, referring to one of the 

great northerly sand dune drifts which providesd an important north-south transit corridor.  

 

“It will break in two sunrises,” replied Ashaan matter-of-factly.  

 

The Codasetti countered with an amused smile. “Well, that will hinder travel and isolate a 

few would-be treasure seekers.”  

 

The sand dune network of interconnecting ridge tops permitted the safest passage across 

the great desert expanse. Travel using the salt-encrusted flats or Traps that lay in between 

the dunes was ill-advised. In surviving the Traps extreme heat of the day, one had to survive 

the predatory denizens by night. There was also the ever-present hazard of the brittle salt 

bridges. Without warning, victims could fall through and become impaled on the salt 

stalagmites below; hence the name given to the salt-flat expanses. Without the roamers 

sand dune drift reconnaissance, crossing the Harkens was riskier and took longer.   

 

Ashaan shared his humour. “Shall we leave them to the wild condor to feed, Codasetti or 

extract our usual toll?” he inquired playfully. 

 

“I leave that to your judgement and conscience,” he said, dismissing the matter, and 

returned to searching the skies.  

 

“Harkens is a harsh mistress, my liege,” said Ashaan as he bowed and bid his leave. 

 

Na Jehlum was left again to his solitude and thoughts. He let out a sigh of discontent.  The 

affairs of the tribe were becoming mundane. His responsibilities as Codasetti of the Rashir 

held him back from joining the Akatarum expeditions. First and foremost, Na Jehlum was a 

warrior. He was jealous of the elite Ebolah Ish. The heroic tales of the battles against the 

night denizens fought in the labyrinth catacombs were becoming legendary. How he 

dreamed of joining them and adding his name to the growing list of heroes. Besides, he had 

a sworn debt of honour to settle.  

 

Riding on the great southern thermal, he made out a lone eagle. It was a rare event, so he 

studied the bird longer. Eventually, his suspicions were confirmed.  

 

A messenger eagle from Mu. I wonder what news this time, he cynically mused. 

 

 

Gashkin Catch 

From the Historical Annals of the Peoples of Mu 



The Imanishi contentiously claim to be the descendants of the first great ancient civilisation 

of mankind. The fabled capital of this great civilisation was Onness. In an upheaval known as 

The Tempest, Onness was destroyed, and the sea retreated to leave great tracks of sand. The 

Great Desolation followed and ultimately led to the formation of the Harkens Desert.  

 

For the survivors of the Tempest, a titanic life and death struggle ensued. Racked and ruined 

by The Tempest, they were set upon by the nocturnal denizen hoards released from the 

Otherworld. By night, they dealt with the terrors of the denizens and by day fought the ravages 

of a harsh and deteriorating landscape that was to become the Harkens. Mankind was 

decimated and its first civilisation lost. 

 

Over the ages, this struggle for survival bred the fierce and resourceful nomadic peoples of 

the Imanishi. In folklore, one of the great pivotal battles that helped turned the tide was fought 

at Gashkin Catch. Its warren of tunnels and defensive strongholds were used to trap and 

slaughter thousands of denizens. This epic battle restored the balance of numbers and 

enabled man to rebuild.  

 

Regarded as the most fearless warriors of Mu, the Imanishi defend the empire’s western flank. 

Facing the evil denizen hoards is a task few would care to choose. For this great burden, the 

Imanishi command special respect from the other realms. There are many, however, who 

believe their harsh existence and the constant struggle against a nightmarish foe has made 

them as strange as they are fearsome, and beyond returning to civilised society.  

 

Beneath the craggy rock lookout of Gashkin Catch, Na Jehlum had retired to his underground 

chambers. Gashkin Catch was one of the permanent homes occupied by the Imanishi. Given 

its central location and elevation, the Rashir used it as a base for their aerial operations.  

 

As expected, the dispatch orderly delivered the missive from Mu. Na Jehlum unsealed it and 

read the message.  

 
Dear Members of the Imanishi Ruling Council, 

 

It is my solemn duty to inform you that His Highness, Emperor Constantine has 

been assassinated by parties unknown. 

 

By convention, a special meeting of the Imperial Council is to be held on the 

new moons following the emperor’s funeral on the occasion of this 17
th

 sole of 

the Mu fallow cycle. 

 

As a member of the Imperial Council, we invite you to send a representative to 

cast a vote for the next Emperor of the Six Realms and the Empire of Mu. 

 

Given these uncertain times, we will arrange a full escort of Imperial 

Immortals to provide safe passage through Muaryia. 

 

We await your return dispatch. 

 



His Excellency – Salvarre  

High Chancellor of Mu  

 

Great sand storm, I have my answer. Things have deteriorated since I last visited, Na Jehlum 

thought to himself.  

 

Constantine was a man of his word, firm but fair. This is a sad loss for the Empire, Na 

Jehlum considered. He then felt for his friend Prince Justan. He knew too well the heart 

wrench of losing someone close. He then wondered what this meant to the stability of the 

central realm and, for that matter, the Empire. 

 

Given these developments, Na Jehlum considered it regrettable the Imanishi had not been 

attending the Imperial Council. The desert tribes had little interest in affairs of the empire. 

This attitude was also reciprocated by their Muaryian neighbours. Na Jehlum knew the deep 

reservations harboured against the Imanishi, and he little tolerated their condescending 

civility. Few, however, were foolhardy enough to openly express hostility in the Imanishi’s 

presence. This made travel to Muaryia burdensome and potentially troublesome.   

 

Na Jehlum reasoned the Imanishi Ruling Assembly would send a representative to this 

election event, which meant convening a full meeting in short order. This involved logistical 

challenges for his roamers. The Imanishi were a nomadic society made up of far-flung tribal 

settlements. His roamers provided the lines of communication between the disparate 

Imanishi outposts. He ran through the preliminaries in his mind. The next few sunrises will 

be demanding, he decided. The central issue in mind was where the Ruling Assembly choose 

for the gathering.  

 

He was lost in thought when the dark blue-robed figure of Magdaseer, the High Priestess of 

the Waters of Life, entered the chamber. Long black hair with white streaks framed a face 

hardened with time. Typical of her race, she had a prominent nose and chiselled facial 

features. Although she was ancient by his reckoning, Magdaseer still looked remarkable 

given her years. Her brilliant blue eyes projected an obvious intelligence and a force of will 

that underpinned her commanding presence. 

 

“Reverend Mother why am I not surprised. Is there something on your mind that couldn’t 

wait until dinner?” he asked, feeling annoyed by the intrusion into his privacy.  

 

“Good to be so well greeted, Na Jehlum,” she said reproachfully with a stern look. “Any 

news?” she inquired with a raised eyebrow, looking at the letter with the seal of the emperor.  

 

“I expect you think so,” he said with a bit more personality and handed over the letter to test 

her reaction. 

 

Magdaseer was from the Wasir Tribe, but her station was one of the most influential among 

the Imanishi. The Sisterhood of the Waters of Life were the keepers of the holy sacraments 

and were respected for their ability to detect evil and perform farsee. The Sisterhood had its 



members located in every tribe warren and were a tight and secretive group. Through this 

network, she had a finger in the pie everywhere, and this made her counsel all the more 

influential. 

 

“So the affairs of Mu have come to this, have they?” she exclaimed after reading the letter. 

“This is concerning,” she frowned.  

 

A watchful Na Jehlum wasn’t sure how surprised the High Priestess really was. Past 

experience had shown him Magdaseer’s powers of farsee were formidable. 

 

“We should expect the unexpected to unfold in short order. Do you not agree, Na Jehlum?” 

she asked, staring at him with obvious intent.  

 

Na Jehlum didn’t like this sudden attention. “From this distance, it is difficult to gauge the 

true nature of this news. In hindsight, more regular attendance at the Imperial Council might 

have been advised,” he offered in response to her scrutiny. 

 

“A fair observation. Are you up to it?” She asked and then smiled at his surprised reaction.  

 

“If you mean going to Mu as our representative again, I question whether I’m the best 

choice.” He would not be manoeuvred like one of her puppets. 

 

“Now, now...” Magdaseer said in soothing tones as if reading his mind. “I ask to see if you 

wished to be considered. The Assembly will ultimately decide. But I have noticed of late you 

are restless and thought an adventure might be in order. You have been an able 

representative in the past and command respect inside the Royal House of Mustafa. It is 

logical to consider your candidacy for such a mission; don’t you think?” she asked, testing 

him in return.  

 

“You are observant and insightful as always, Reverend Mother. I will give your suggestion 

serious consideration,” he conceded. 

 

“Good. Are you ready for the next bit of news?” She asked.  

 

What news? He wondered. He was just about to pursue the matter when the dispatch orderly 

arrived again to announce the arrival of another package, this time from Thane Draghi of 

Krakenlore.   

 

He opened it and was surprised to discover the note was from Prince Justan and addressed 

to him. His interest in Muaryian intrigue piqued, he read the message. 

 

Dear Na Jehlum, 

I regret having to write this note under such grievous circumstances. If you 

have not already been informed, I must firstly advise that my father has been 

assassinated. There are no clues to the perpetrators of this crime and it would 



not be proper to name suspects, but needless to say, you will readily discover 

such through your own enquiry. 

 

I am writing to warn you that prior to my father’s death, events in Muaryia 

were already escalating into potential civil war and that the current situation 

is unstable. 

 

As the Imanishi might be expected to vote for a non Muaryian emperor, I 

recommend that any Imanishi entering Muaryia should take every precaution. 

These are desperate times. I, therefore, warn you that an official Imanishi 

delegation might be treated with hostile intent. 

 

I do not presume who the Imanishi will choose to represent them on the 

Imperial Council, but if you are chosen again, it would be good to meet up, 

and I promise you all protection in my powers. 

 

Given the lengths taken to get this message to you, I do not recommend 

returning by dispatch. 

 

I trust this note finds you well and in strong health. 

 

Yours in Service – Justan 

Prince of Inkatha 

 

Na Jehlum enjoyed Justan’s company and respected his counsel, so found the timely warning 

and offer of protection in context. Magdaseer’s readiness to suggest he represent the 

Imanishi on the Imperial Council now seemed less of a coincidence. He found her prescience 

unnerving at times. He didn’t regard himself as a statesman or politician and in fact had 

little patience for such things. This development called he considered called for both 

attributes. 

 

Na Jehlum passed on the note to Magdaseer to read. After reading it, she promptly said, 

“This note lends more credence to my suggestion as to who should attend.” 

 

Here it comes, he thought, bracing himself.  

 

“Na Jehlum, I put you on notice. You will be my recommendation to the Ruling Assembly.”  

 

The High Priestess of the Waters of Life was a forceful and determined personality. Na 

Jehlum knew if she put her mind to something, the Assembly would need good reason to 

argue otherwise. 

 

 

Magdaseer, High Priestess of the Waters of Life 

Magdaseer was deep in contemplation in her private quarters beneath the Cathedral, when 

she felt another presence.  

 



“Come in, my dear. Sit with me, for I have a mission that requires the best skills and utmost 

dedication,” Magdaseer beckoned just as her charge came into view. 

 

A striking woman dressed in the traditional dark blue dyed robes of the Sisterhood entered 

the room and seated herself. To a casual observer, she appeared too attractive for one 

devoted to life in the monastic services.  

 

Delseer sat patiently and waited for the High Priestess to clear her mind.  

 

“There is so much going on, Sister,” she started. “I perceive evil is taking hold in Mu. It 

wouldn’t surprise me if such influence precipitated recent destabilising events. Whether the 

Imanishi like it or not, Muaryia is the cornerstone of the Empire. This evil evades my farsee. I 

fear it dwells among the unwitting - upon which it preys.”  

 

Delseer remained silent. She knew better than to speak unless directed to do so. 

 

Magdaseer turned her attention to Delseer to focus on the subject at hand.  

 

“Na Jehlum is a fierce warrior and a good leader. I intend to send him as the Imanishi 

representative to vote for the next emperor at the Imperial Council. I fear he is not equipped 

to deal with the adversaries he will find in Mu; adversaries that may have infiltrated the 

Imperial Council itself. If that is the case, he will need your special skills and protection.” 

 

Delseer wasn’t pleased to learn this news but showed no response.  

 

“You may speak your mind, my child,” Magdaseer directed. 

 

“I thought we were pushing the evil ones further back into the catacombs, Reverend Mother. 

We may soon discover Waelon’s Gate and prevent the denizens from entering our world 

altogether.”  

 

“True,” Magdaseer agreed. “But perhaps our rapid progress on one front is at the expense of 

another, where the evil ones now concentrate. I fear we need to shift our focus accordingly.” 

 

“I see,” she said quietly.  

 

The High Priestess read the disappointment. Yes, she perceived the reason. Sister Delseer 

was an avenger who had her sights on working with the Ebolah Ish demon slayers.  

 

“My dear, I think you will find what I have in mind every bit as challenging and rewarding as 

demon hunting in the catacombs. You have not met Codasetti Na Jehlum. I suggest you 

reserve judgement. He is personable and not an unpleasant-looking man.” 

 

Delseer lifted her solemn looking face to query Magdaseer’s inference.  

 



“I also give you the authority to work with him, in the same way, you were trained with the 

Ebolah Ish. Mind you, some tact will be required in the way you go about this. Na Jehlum is 

not privy to our methods or practices.” 

 

At this news, Delseer’s face brightened, and she exchanged a rueful smile with the High 

Priestess. 

 

Yes, that is better, thought Magdaseer, feeling more confident about her plan coming 

together. 

 

 

The Ruling Assembly - the Cathedral 

The Cathedral was so named because of its vaulted structure. Hidden beneath a large mesa 

at the footsteps of the arid Northern Ranges, this cavernous amphitheatre was large enough 

to house five thousand. Aeons ago, the Krakenmoor Giants carved this giant structure out of 

the igneous rock. With its elegant columns and archways soaring into the high ceilings, the 

Cathedral provided a grand setting for official gatherings. 

 

They were all gathered. The Codasetti from the major tribes, the Imanishi Warlord, the High 

Priestess and her entourage from the Sisterhood had all made the journey. Outfitted in their 

black striped, sand coloured desert skins, the Ebolah Ish stood on guard. Beyond the 

confines of the Cathedral and many hundreds of feet above, a wing of Na Jehlum’s roamers 

patrolled. 

 

Although Agis Tum, Codasetti of the Haza Yas tribe, had the duty to officiate the meeting, 

Magdaseer drove the agenda. Na Jehlum had expected the debate to side with the High 

Priestess, and it did. 

 

“Members of the High Assembly”, Agis Tum announced. “Can I have a show of hands in 

favour of Na Jehlum representing the Imanishi at the next Imperial Council meeting?”  

 

“Before we do, I would place a caveat on this vote,” said Akatarum in an ill-humored tone. 

This rendered those assembled into stony silence.  

 

“What is that, Warlord?” Agis Tum inquired.  

 

“That he does not accept a vote to become the Emperor himself. Na Jehlum may inspire such 

confidence; I fear the Imperial Council will ask him to put himself forward, and we need him 

back here.”  

 

Great laughter echoed around the Cathedral. 

 

“Thank you for the vote of confidence, Warlord,” Na Jehlum responded and then bowed in a 

show of respect. “Should this portent of Akatarum’s come true, I pledge not to accept such a 

dubious chalice,” he quipped, and more laughter ensued.  



 

“I too have a question of Na Jehlum,” requested Mesick, Codasetti of the Da Sivir, stepping 

forward to speak. When the chief of the Imanishi weapons makers spoke, most paid him the 

respect to listen. “What is your plan? How will you make safe travel to Mu Palace?” 

 

“A good question, Codasetti,” replied Na Jehlum. It was one he had considered. “I have 

received a warning from my friend, the Captain of the Mu Palace Guards. He is concerned 

that an official visit to Mu, even under escort, is likely to be attacked. I suggest we don’t 

disappoint and accept the offer of an escort and supplement that with some of our finest 

warriors to smite such a cowardly act. I, however, plan to make my way to Mu ahead of the 

official party in the guise of a traveller and take up Prince Justan’s offer of hospitality.”  

 

“A clever idea Na Jehlum; do you plan to travel alone or with a small escort?” asked Mesick, 

ever thoughtful.  

 

Na Jehlum nodded to indicate he had ideas on this subject as well. “Imanishi seldom visit 

Muaryia in numbers; that would raise undue attention. A lone traveller selling coins and 

antiquities from the buried ruins of Oneness is less likely to raise undue attention.” 

 

Perfect! Thought Magdaseer looking to make her play. “Very well,” she said as if making 

sense of Na Jehlum’s plan. “I agree with the need to be unobtrusive, but believe travelling 

with just one companion is acceptable under the circumstances. For his protection, I 

suggest a member of the Sisterhood join Na Jehlum on this perilous journey.”  

 

Protection! Na Jehlum seethed. How can a Sister of the Waters of Life help me in close 

quarter combat? She will be both a hindrance and a liability. Why does she always interfere?  

 

Na Jehlum prepared his thoughts carefully, as he knew he must do, to counter this 

unwanted suggestion. He didn’t want to offend the High Priestess, but he knew if didn’t act 

now, she would get her way - again.     

 

“Reverend Mother, your offer of companionship on this long and lonely journey, and 

attractive companionship at that, is most generous,” he jested. This received the expected 

suppressed laughter. “However, for protection, I am sure I can choose from amongst my 

own ranks. “Seriously, Reverend Mother,” he implored as deferentially as he could feign, “I 

am concerned that one of your fine maidens might be a hindrance in both combat and 

speed of travel.” 

 

In making this point, Na Jehlum realised he knew little about the capabilities of the 

Sisterhood. In fact, most of his dealings with the Sisterhood in his clan had been with the 

meddling witch herself. 

 

“Fair enough,” agreed Magdaseer, a little out of character. “A fair maiden it shall be.” This 

resulted in even more laughter. “But one who will also serve you well in battle and not slow 

you in your travels.”  



 

The merriment paused for consideration. The idea that such a marvellous set of credentials 

could be resourced from within the Sisterhood had the tribal chiefs nonplussed.  

 

Akatarum stepped forward and raised a friendly hand for silence. He smiled knowingly to all 

assembled before he spoke.  

 

At last, some common sense will prevail, thought Na Jehlum.  

 

The Imanishi Warlord turned to face the Codasetti of the Rashir before he spoke. “Na 

Jehlum, if I were you, I would accept Reverend Mother’s offer. I can vouch that a travelling 

companion from the Sisterhood would be a boon to your mission.” 

 

That unexpected vote of confidence put pay to further debate and made everyone think, 

most of all Na Jehlum.  

 

Na Jehlum’s candidacy for the mission was passed unanimously by the Ruling Assembly. 

 

 

A Meeting of Minds 

Na Jehlum had flown back the same day to Gashkin Catch. In the privacy of his underground 

chambers, he used the time to plan his venture. 

 

He was told to expect his travelling companion from the Sisterhood, and she was now due. 

Na Jehlum wanted to get underway as quickly as he could. He intended to take advantage of 

the remaining time to collect information from the local Muaryia folk and learn what he 

could before arriving in Mu Citadel. His decision to travel via an indirect route also required 

more time. He didn’t want to raise suspicions by making a beeline to Mu. 

 

Most galling was this surprise request that he take a companion from the Sisterhood. Curse 

this situation, he privately thought. Now he had the added complexity of travelling with 

someone he hadn’t met and who belonged to a part of Imanishi society he was unfamiliar. It 

was irksome that Magdaseer outmanoeuvred him yet again. Akatarum’s comments also 

troubled him. It emphasised the gap in his knowledge concerning the Sisterhood. There 

were so many loose ends to tie up.  

 

As per his instructions, Ashaan, his number one ushered in a blue-robed, hooded figure 

into his quarters.  

 

“Greetings Codasetti, I am Delseer of the Sisterhood,” she announced.  

 

“Sister Delseer, welcome to Gashkin Catch,” he offered and dismissed his number one with 

an uncharacteristic stiff nod.  

 



“Do I detect an air of discontent, Codasetti?” she politely inquired. “You should also know I 

am a priestess of the Order.” 

 

A priestess? Na Jehlum reconsidered. So, she might have farsee like Magdaseer. This meant 

she might be able to read his moods, so he decided to play it straight. 

 

“To be honest, I am frustrated because I find myself making plans in a void of information. 

I’m saddled with an unexpected travelling companion I know little about. For example, do 

you ride the Condor, Priestess Delseer?” he asked, trying to stay calm.  

 

“This is why we are meeting, is it not?” she answered in a self-assured manner. “I am here to 

share with you the skills in which I am adept.” 

 

Delseer then turned away from him and lowered her hood to allow her long black hair to 

cascade over her shoulders. When she faced him, Na Jehlum realised that the Reverend 

Mother had not lied about promising a fair maiden. Delseer had a striking yet kind face 

expected of her profession, but those eyes were... so intensely blue. He found himself 

confronted by her beauty.  

 

Sensing this, Delseer spoke again. “Before we start this briefing, I would inform you I am 

authorised to reveal certain matters about the Sisterhood. This information is also 

sanctioned by Warlord Akatarum but must be kept in the utmost confidence. Do you 

understand?” she asked in a practised calm voice.  

 

“Yes I suppose,” he muttered, a little puzzled why she might underline such a point. Once 

again he felt the initiative being taken by this Sisterhood. 

 

“Good,” she acknowledged. “Now I understand you are an accomplished warrior, Na Jehlum. 

At least that is what I have been told,” she teased him.  

 

“I am known to be handy in a fight, but then, I forget you are here to protect me, Priestess,” 

he said in a condescending manner.  

 

“Indeed,” she confirmed and smiled, but said no more.  

 

By the gods she is a striking-looking woman, he thought, but a woman all the same. He 

couldn’t let this continue. He wanted answers, and she was playing on this.  

 

“So what makes you so vital to this mission, Delseer?” he ventured. 

 

She walked across to the wall armoury, deftly pulled a sword out of its cradle, and threw it 

hard at him across the room. He snatched it out of the air with obvious technique.  

 

“You are the Codasetti, and I am your protector,” she proclaimed. “Perhaps a simple 

demonstration is the best way to convince you. Prepare to defend yourself.”  



 

With a sword in hand, standing six foot four and rippling with muscle, he faced this 

unarmed priestess. “Delseer, I don’t think this wise. Surely, this is an unfair contest.”   

 

“It is, and I am here to show you why,” said she as she moved to face him in a defiant 

manner.  

 

There was a moment’s silence as Na Jehlum prepared for the unknown. Adrenalin surged, 

even though he felt silly and embarrassed by this predicament. But then, he couldn’t dismiss 

Akatarum’s words either. 

 

“Na Jehlum,” Delseer announced. “The difference between you and I is that you fight with 

your sword and your heart and I fight with mind and body.” As she said this, she looked 

down and released a clip to let her robes fall to the floor and reveal her naked form.  

 

Different stirrings now arose inside Na Jehlum as he gazed upon her firm and lithe, olive-

skinned body. He couldn’t help notice she had curves in the right places. Blessed be to  

Mother, she is stunning, he celebrated. He also recognised that she looked every bit the 

strongly built athlete and, therefore, may represent a capable adversary.   

 

Be prepared, he told himself. His thoughts raced along with his emotions. 

 

She then looked up from the floor to gaze upon him. Again those piercing blue eyes 

confronted him. Against her olive-skinned countenance, they seemed to reach out. When Na 

Jehlum tried to glimpse her female form, he found couldn’t unlock from her eyes.  

 

In an instant, she glided across to him. He was too slow to react. In that split second 

difference, she had blocked his sword arm and had hold of his manhood. Her breath was 

now upon his face; her larger than life eyes stared into his. “You have not raised your sword, 

my lord,” she whispered. 

 

She then untied his robes to caress his hanging member. “Perhaps I can assist,” she further 

offered. 

 

Na Jehlum’s confusion mounted. He was both alarmed and aroused, yet was too mesmerised 

to respond to either. “You have me at a disadvantage,” he managed to say.  

 

“I said before this wasn’t a fair match,” she countered. All the while she gently teased his 

gorging member until it began begging its own attention.  

 

Suddenly he sensed a floating sensation followed by disorientation. Next, Na Jehlum found 

himself pinned to the floor with the priestess astride his chest. He felt the warmth of her 

thighs as she squeezed him and said, “We can do this the hard way...” A steel vice painfully 

squeezed inside his head. “Or the more pleasant way,” she said and proceeded to lower 

herself.  



 

He couldn’t believe what was happening.  

 

With consummate skill, she took him inside her. He succumbed to the pleasure and found 

himself enveloped by Delseer’s presence. This sensation was more intimate than he could 

ever remember experiencing with a woman before. It almost seemed she was inside his 

head. To his relief she withdrew, releasing the tension, only to reapply herself. This time, he 

found himself deeper inside her only to feel her presence pushing further into him.  

 

Something very strange is happening! He decided. With every reserve of will, he tried to 

regain the initiative but was unable to take back control.  

 

Inexorably, she flexed her body to apply rhythmic cycles of escalating pleasure. Na Jehlum 

felt himself slipping away as Delseer’s presence became stronger and stronger.  

 

He panicked. Am I being possessed by demonkind?  

 

In a calm clear voice inside his head, Delseer spoke. Na Jehlum, as a warrior Priestess of the 

Sisterhood, I am here to protect and help you fight the evil ones; let me show you. 

 

Before he knew, a grotesque humanoid creature with protruding tusks flayed at him in a 

series of blows with its battle axe. He tried to duck to avoid the attack and then realised he 

wasn’t in control.  

 

A flood of different battles filled his mind. After a moment, he realised these were visions 

from the catacombs beneath the Harkens. Na Jehlum recognised the Ebolah Ish fighting by 

his side. This was close quarter combat seen through the eyes of warriors.  

 

His attackers were the frontline troops of the denizen hoard. The larger tusked faced beasts 

with thick green hides and battle axes, he recognised as Gashkins. They were hard to kill 

and absorbed great punishment. Swarming in greater numbers were the smaller, darker 

skinned Rushkins. These evil looking creatures had large heads with prominent deep-set 

eyes and faces that grinned with long needle teeth. They were more easily dispatched but 

attacked in numbers to wear down their adversary: death by a thousand cuts.  

 

The fighting was desperate and vicious with no quarter given. Was this one of the infamous 

Akatarum expeditions? He wondered. 

 

Suddenly, a thorny black scaled, lizard creature appeared. It pranced around on two hind 

legs whipping a long tail side to side. Na Jehlum found himself transfixed by its fierce 

blood-red eyes. An overwhelming wave of fear and loathing quickly gripped him. Recoiling 

in horror, he remembered how these demons froze their victims. This was a Sergon; one of 

the battle commanders of the hoard. It was a shrewd, cunning adversary that marshalled the 

hoard. Encountering a Sergon made such encounters all the more deadly.  

 



Without warning, the Sergon launched an attack with a sweep of its tail. Na Jehlum 

instinctively rolled to the left only to see another warrior knocked to the ground. The lizard 

creature set upon and disembowelled its victim using its clawed forearms.   

 

Na Jehlum then remembered his current predicament.  

 

Delseer’s voice returned inside his head. The Sergon’s mental reach is limited. It is the 

ShahKharon who are the rulers. The ShahKharon are thaumaturges who can seek out victims 

over long distances and bend minds to their will. Reverend Mother suspects one of these 

creatures has infiltrated Mu. She fears it may well try to prevent you from voting on the 

Imperial Council. You need someone who can detect this evil and assist you in combat. You 

need to be trained in the way of the Ebolah Ish demon slayers. This is the grave secret to be 

entrusted. It will also become the Sisterhood’s gift to you. 

 

Dwelling on her last words, Na Jehlum was suddenly confronted by the sight of his own face 

up close. Great Sandstorm, he muttered. Am I really seeing myself through Delseer’s eyes? 

Upon noticing his own stupefied look, he tried to regain his composure.  

 

In the next instant, he was restored. Delseer withdrew herself, and Na Jehlum sensed her 

hold over him abate. The intensity of her blue eyes had subsided, and Na Jehlum felt 

relieved as his self-control returned. 

 

Delseer casually sat back, smiled and then studied him with a searching look. “The meld is 

complete, my Codasetti,” she declared. “The normal method of doing this needed many 

lunar cycles, and we didn’t have this time. I’ve taken every liberty without your permission, 

but this was the only way. Please don’t think badly of the Sisterhood or me, for that matter,” 

she implored.  

 

She smiled at him in a playful way and adjusted herself, “accidently” brushing his still 

throbbing member.  

 

The electric surge excited him.  

 

As if giving proper acknowledgement for the first time, Delseer gazed at his manhood. She 

then looked back into his eyes. “I see you are in a predicament in need of attention. Perhaps 

I should make amends. Does the Codasetti need assistance in releasing the waters of life?”  

 

Na Jehlum acknowledged the humorous play on words with a slight grin. She accedes back 

control and now gives me the due respect of waiting for a response.  

 

Na Jehlum reflected that he would never think of the Sisterhood in the same light again. How 

did they operate in such secrecy and on so many levels of Imanishi society? He wondered.  

 

But then, that’s not the question begging to be answered right now, Na Jehlum 

reconsidered. He had a more pressing matter to resolve. He studied the beautiful maiden 



Magdaseer had selected for the mission. You are definitively a bewitching beauty, he 

privately celebrated.  

 

Watching him with searching eyes, Delseer smiled as if in response to his observation.  

 

Then it dawned; Kharon, you read my mind!  

 

Delseer instantly picked up on his train of thought. And in time, you may learn to read mine, 

my Codasetti, her voice spoke inside his head. “Thank you,” she then said with an 

appreciative smile. 

 

Again, he found himself taken by surprise. It had been a long while since he’d known a 

woman and part of him still screamed for attention. And, after all, this working relationship 

had already become bizarrely intimate. Great thermal be praised! Be true to your passion, 

the desert warrior decided.  

 

“I like that. True passion it shall be, my Codasetti,” Delseer enthusiastically retorted as she 

moved in closer to share the warmth of his body.  

 

If Na Jehlum had been watching, he would have once more noticed the intensity of her 

striking blue eyes return. Delseer reached out with her mind. Mother, she enquired. I have 

completed the first part of my task, now....  

 

The High Priestess, anticipating her question, interrupted. Yes, my child, you may work with 

him in the way you see fit. You have my blessing. Well done, Delseer, she flashed back to 

her adept.  

 

Thank you, Mother. And she broke off. 

 

********************************************************** 

 

Back in her chambers, Magdaseer retraced recent events in her mind.  

 

Na Jehlum’s initiation had been successful, she considered. It is now up to Delseer to shape 

her involvement in this mission. She is an attractive woman and one of my finest adepts. Na 

Jehlum is a distinguished Codasetti and a fine warrior. I’m sure they’ll sort out how to get 

along, she concluded with a contented smile. 

 

Magdaseer then chuckled to herself. After all, he was looking for more adventure in his life.  

 

The High Priestess affirmed in her own mind that she could do no more to set this mission 

up for success. Magdaseer sat back, feeling pleased with herself.  

 

Let this joint adventure begin.     

 



 

 

 

Chapter 3 -The Essenee of Verderan 
 
6 months earlier 

The Yenneti Menace 

The sound of pounding hooves roared in Prince Daarés’ ears as he drove his powerful steed 

along the forest track at death-defying speed. His Vaulkinär riders rode close on his heels. 

Daaré’s pulse raced as he crashed through the understory of the Daakaal Forest. This was a 

race against time, and the thought of failure was too hideous to contemplate.   

 

He sensed the Yenneti had anticipated his direction and were pressing hard to cut him off. 

This is getting too close! We must get into the valley. There must be a way! He told himself. 

 

Above his head, a giant eagle and dark elf rider swooped into view. The ajalou gave a 

piercing warning screech.  

 

Great! This is it then. On cue, the prince took the next right turn and led his riders into the 

descent. “We go down here,” he shouted to his men. This better work; it’s the last route into 

the valley, he privately considered. 

 

Through the broken canopy above, Daarés glimpsed the distant valley ridge top. To his 

horror, it seemed as if the ground was moving. What looked like a grey curtain seemed to 

glide into the valley ahead of them. A grey curtain of death, he reminded himself. 

 

Since the last few sunrises, Daarés and his riders had teased the perimeters of the Yenneti 

lines. In a game of cat and mouse, they probed and retreated to return and probe again in 

another point. The Yenneti loved to overpower in numbers, and this amount of horseflesh 

represented a good feed, especially for those first to the kill. It was now apparent they had 

been all too successful.  

 

Daarés watched in disbelief as the valley swarmed with ever more Yenneti, eager to feed. 

Shite! We must have disturbed every nest in the area, he concluded.  

 

**************************************************************** 

 

From the rise opposite, two figures in full armour sat on their war horses overlooking the 

valley grassland. Amazed, the pair watched the Yenneti spill over the hillcrests to descend 

into the valley in ever greater numbers.  

 

“The North Essenee are the finest horsemen in the Six Realms. If anyone can pull off this 

stunt it is Daarés and his riders,” said Astaram, Aghan of the North Essenee Hamiryeh clan. 

It was a deliberate attempt to buoy the spirits of the concerned father beside him. 

 



“Good Lord!” remarked Valakân, Overlord of Verderan. “I never dreamed this menace would 

grow into such a threat. They swarm in the thousands. Who could resist such numbers?”  

 

Astaram reassessed the gravity of what they were witnessing. As Aghan of the Hamiryeh, he 

commanded the largest heavy cavalry force in the empire. “Against a hoard this size the 

dark elf face extermination,” he finally commented. 

 

“You’re right, Astaram; this is exactly what it has become. Difficult to believe that such a 

scourge could be introduced as a weapon by one Elvan race against another. No wonder our 

dark elf friends need our help.” 

 

Even though the Imperial Council had forbidden such intervention, Valakân could not stand 

by and leave his Elvan neighbours to fight this insidious foe alone. Openly defying the 

Council’s peace treaty would spark another Elvic War, so this engagement was conducted in 

total secrecy. Located deep inside the forbidden territory of the Daakaal forest; this valley 

clearing was far from prying eyes.  

 

Valakân looked up behind him at the forest backdrop facing the valley. The giant timbers of 

the Daakaal forest soared into the heavens. The sheer height of the trees meant that little 

light reached the dark forest floor. Secreted high up in the forest canopy, he knew dark elf 

sentinels were on watch.  

 

As if in response to his wondering, he saw King Nefren of the Ell Avon emerge from the 

forest line and approach on his magnificent black unicorn. The king was accompanied by his 

two daughters, Warleaders Yarlil and Natashi who also rode striking unicorn beasts. Unlike 

their father, they wore full leather battledress with the figurative helmets of their respective 

beast cabals. The older, Natashi, wore a bronze helmet sculpted in the likeness of an ajalou 

bird of prey. The helmet’s distinctive curved beak protected the bridge of her nose. Striking 

orange, yellow and dark green plumage of the female ajalou decorated the helmet to give it 

a life-like appearance. Yarlil wore the less colourful but longer nosed and prominently 

fanged helmet head of the wolf cabal.  

 

Daakaal was the home of the Ell Avon dark elves. Living in the shadowy recesses and 

enclaves provided by the giant forest, the Ell Avon had made Daakaal a place of sinister 

portent. Few travellers ventured into Daakaal without the Ell Avon’s knowledge and 

permission. Manipulators of the extraordinary, the dark elves used phobia and illusion as 

their allies. They loved to conjure a sense of mystery and invoke drama in those who 

crossed their path. Many believed them to be demonic and in concert with the Evil One. 

 

When the party arrived, Valakân noticed Nefren wore a sterner look than usual. In contrast 

to the overlord, the king was of slighter build but taller and had a dark olive complexion. 

Like all dark elves, his eyes projected menace. The black sclera or black eye-whites of his 

kind were unsettling to those unused to such a phenomenon. As strange as Nefren 

appeared, Valakân regarded the dark elves as more human looking than the other Sky Elf 



and Woodelven races. The overlord concluded the king chose to deliver the bad news 

himself.  

 

Upon arriving, Nefren pointed to the edges of the valley mouth as he began to speak in the 

foreboding way of his kind. “Your son has done well exciting the Yenneti host, but my 

friend, I fear for his valiant life.”   

 

The king had not expected this outcome. He grimly went on to explain. “Rarely, if ever, have 

I seen the giant Yenneti attack without the swarm. You see,” he said, pointing again. “They 

move faster than the swarm and use their speed to cut off the prince’s escape. This is most 

unexpected. But then we haven’t seen the Yenneti swarm in such numbers before.”  

 

The king looked up into the giant forest trees of Daakaal for an update. “It is confirmed. My 

sentinels report the giant Yenneti will succeed in cutting the Prince off,” he pronounced with 

grim finality. 

 

“Well then!” Valakân snapped. “We can’t sit by and watch Daarés and his riders become 

spider food.” The very thought sickened him to the core. “Aghan, we shall improvise,” he 

announced.  

 

“By your word, Overlord!” Astaram responded without hesitation.  

 

“Prepare your heavy horse. We charge the advance group of Yenneti and make a single 

return pass,” Valakân announced. He next turned to entreat the king. “Your Highness, if the 

Ell Avon would engage the Yenneti after we push through, this would greatly favour the 

prospects of a successful return pass.”   

 

Nefren was quick to respond. “Very well, Overlord. Marden dak larken das mah!” the king 

instructed. His two daughters promptly nodded and road off. 

 

As the two rulers watched their charges recede into the distance, Valakân leant across in his 

saddle to address the king. “Without the protection of the swarm, we’ll have a clean run at 

the giant ones. For once, it will be good to dictate the terms of engagement.”  

 

**************************************************************** 

 

Princess Natashi didn’t like this last-minute change in plans. This puts many at risk to save 

a few, she thought. 

 

She glanced across at her wolf-helmeted sister and recognised the fierce look of 

determination. But then you fear for this human prince, she realised. It seemed to Natashi 

she was always getting her younger sister out of trouble. “The plan is to distract not kill, 

Yarlil,” she said, hoping to avoid excess heroics. “We have little time to engage and get back 

to safety.”  

 



“Don’t worry your pretty push, sister,” responded the younger. “My wolverines can run as 

fast as any Essenee horseman over a short distance. We’ll get back in time. You just make 

sure your longbow archers don’t harm my pack.” 

 

**************************************************************** 

 

Prince Daarés couldn’t believe his ears when he heard the dark elf skymen blow an Essenee 

bison horn to signal a charge.  

 

Probably means the Yenneti have closed the exit out of the valley, he correctly feared. 

 

As the last of his riders entered the valley clearing, he shouted to his men over the noise of 

hooves. “Make formation and prepare to charge. I expect we have to punch a hole through 

the Yenneti line.” 

 

The view from clearing enabled Daarés to better assess the situation. The sight filled him 

with dread. Bouncing across their path, he caught glimpses of giant furry-bodied creatures. 

He recognised both spider species they called the trap-weavers and pouncers.  

 

The larger dark brown hairy trap-weavers cast great silken nets to fell their prey. The squat, 

black shiny-bodied pouncers attacked by leaping; usually from a hidden position. Death was 

slow in both instances. Their telescopic fangs inflicted paralysing agony. When that took 

effect, the spiders injected anti-clotting venom so they could drain their prey’s life juices at 

leisure. He had seen bodies suspended in silken cocoons left alive for days. The trick was to 

avoid being bitten in the first place, and right now those prospects didn’t look promising, 

even with the open field advantage. The good news, as far as he could tell, was that the 

multitudinous swarm was still yet to join them.  

 

He ordered his Vaulkinär horse riders to slow to a canter to allow them to get into 

formation. He next scanned the valley sides. It appeared the grey curtain of death had now 

descended deep into the valley and so wouldn’t be far away.  

 

Daarés refocused ahead to see the giant Yenneti lining up into position. The display of 

intelligence further disturbed him. It underscored in his mind the true nature of the threat 

this foe represented.  They were killing all animal life in Daakaal. If they didn’t kill the dark 

elves outright, they would surely starve them. Clearly, they didn’t belong, and he hated the 

Woodelven for bringing them into this world.  

 

These hideous creatures are a relic of the Elvic Wars. The Imperial Council should have made 

their removal part of the conditions of peace, he decided. 

 

Daarés grimly assessed their situation and decided only a lucky few of his men might make 

it through. He realised the prospect of the skymen providing a distraction with their arrows 

was a wistful hope. There weren't the numbers to risk getting into effective close range.  



The prospect of a slow and agonising death began to crystallise. He shook off the thought 

and steeled himself for battle.  

 

Suddenly he saw Wistow, the leader of the skymen, bear down on his position. “Wait for the 

return pass, your father will attack first,” Wistow shouted as he flew over.  

 

Good lord! Daarés thought. We put this entire plan at risk.  

 

Moments later, there was a crescendo of bison horns. Daarés put his hand up to signal his 

riders to halt. He expected they were close enough. Above the heavy breathing of the 

horses, he listened to the sound of horns reverberating around the valley. Ahead, Daarés 

noticed the Yenneti advancing with deadly intent. It wasn’t until Daarés felt the pounding 

hooves of the Hamiryeh Heavy Cavalry underfoot, that he noticed the Yenneti turn around 

and face their attackers. Clearly, the spiders were caught off guard.   

 

With the advantage of surprise, Astaram’s charge delivered a masterful blow. The cavalry’s 

avalanche of lances readily found the large targets; crippling many on the first pass. Daarés 

listened to the squawking and barking of the spider’s distress. It was a pleasing sight to see 

lances protruding from their long-legged bodies as the creatures awkwardly struggled to 

move about.   

 

A brave and bold move, Daarés thought, but the Yenneti will now be ready for the return 

pass?   

 

Upon seeing his father burst through the broken ranks of the Yenneti, Daarés signalled his 

riders to join formation with the Hamiryeh Heavy Cavalry. “Wait for Aghan Astaram’s signal 

for the return charge,” he barked his final instruction. 

 

As Daarés reached his father, he heard another battle cry, this time from the dark elves. 

Daarés next watched a rain of dark elf longbow arrows descend into the Yenneti positions. 

This allowed the skymen to swoop into effective range and engage. This was the distraction 

they needed to offer hope of avoiding horrendous casualty. 

 

“Father, good to see you, sir,” Daarés shouted in excitement as he moved his steed 

alongside to join the gathering formation.  

 

“Are you ready, son?” Valakân grinned and threw across a spare spear.  

 

An Elvan horn sounded its melodic note, and in response, Aghan Astaram signalled the 

return pass.  

 

None too soon, thought Daarés, sensing the advancing swarm wasn’t far away.    

 

As the Essenee cavalry gathered speed, Princess Yarlil’s wolverines closed in and began to 

further distract the Yenneti. The disorientated giant spiders were now very exposed to 



skymen arrow attack. Clearly, they were paying the price for leaving the protection of the 

swarm. 

 

At full gallop, the return cavalry charge swooped passed, releasing their spears and 

inflicting more damage. 

 

When they got safely passed the designated point, the giant nets lying in wait were raised to 

seal off the valley mouth. The planned trap that Daarés and his riders were going to execute 

all along was sprung.  

 

On signal, the assembled catapults released fireballs deep into the valley. Explosions from 

specially placed oil reservoirs burst into flames. The ensuing eruptions and conflagration 

could be heard and seen throughout the valley. The entire area quickly turned into a deadly 

inferno. The few horsemen who had fallen would obtain a quick and merciful death. 

 

The plan was to lure the Yenneti into a killing field. After the inferno subsided, no one could 

believe the size and extent of the kill. In just one day, they had effectively culled the vast 

majority of the Yenneti host in Daakaal Forest. 

 

A heroic battle was won. To protect the peace, however, this battle had to be kept secret. 

Nobody wanted another Elvic War.  

 

 

 

Atlans Deep 

Separating the lands of the North Essenee and the Daakaal Forest is a range of mountains 

belonging to the Atlans known as the Dividing Range. Beneath this Range, a set of 

interconnecting tunnels joins the homelands of the dark elves and the North Essenee. The 

deepest parts of these cavernous recesses were known as Atlans Deep. 

 

Although outlawed by the Woodelven victors of the Elvic Wars, a dangerous liaison between 

the dark elves and the North Essenee continued. In this secret meeting place, both sides of 

the mixed bloodlines reunited to celebrate their forbidden ancestry. The mixed lineages 

represented included the North Essenee clans of Vaulkinär and Hamiryeh and the Eagle and 

Wolf Beast cabals of the Ell Avon. 

 

Inside the large cavern located in the bowels of Atlans Deep, the victors sat around a large 

table that hugged the rock walls. The great table was laden with wine and food for all to 

share.  

 

The King of Dark Elves was in an uncharacteristically jovial mood. “I would like to make 

significance,” Nefren said in a slight Elvan accent. “Or as our North Essenee friends would 

say, I propose a toast to a great victory. Yes, I know we have not won the war, but we have 

turned the tide from threatened extermination to doing what the Yenneti were doing to us. 

For now, we are the hunters that will rat out the vestiges of their nests.”  



 

Cheers erupted. He waited for them to quieten down before resuming his toast. “We could 

not have done this without our North Essenee friends coming to our aid and lending their 

machines of war. Long live clans Vaulkinär and Hamiryeh!” He shouted raising his cup to 

make the toast. 

 

Overlord Valakân stood up to respond. “Dear Elvan friends and extended family, how much I 

feared for you when I saw the size of the Yenneti host. It is difficult to believe that such a 

scourge was introduced as a weapon by one Elvan race against another.” He paused to 

reflect before he continued. “The clans of North Essenee could not stand by and leave their 

Elvan neighbours to meet this menace alone. I salute the Ell Avon on their resoluteness and 

steadfastness in the face of such overwhelming adversity.”  

 

Great shouts of affirmation followed.  

 

Woden the Wise, Valakân’s father and patriarch of the Vaulkinärs, stood up to speak next.  

 

“It is for three generations we have been meeting in Atlans Deep to celebrate this great 

fellowship. It is our forbidden bond that continues to strengthen our tied family lineages. 

However!” he said, raising a finger in the air to mark his point. “We must remember that our 

very existence has been the root cause of so much bad blood. It has pitted Elf kind against 

Mankind and Elvan race against Elvan race. Interracial fraternisation with Elf Kind is now 

outlawed. The Imperial Council has banned any interference in the cleansing process 

perpetrated by the Woodelven.”  

 

“Yes, that is correct, Woden the Wise,” said Aghan Astaram. “In defence of the Imperial 

Council, they saw such terms as a cheap price for peace. They couldn’t know the extent of 

the Yenneti threat.”  

 

“Indeed, Aghan, but my point is a simple one,” the patriarch of the Vaulkinärs continued. 

“The Woodelven want all mixed bloodlines eradicated. In all this merriment, we need to 

remember that our continued existence is abhorrent to them. The more our lineages extend 

into Elvan and Essenee society, the greater the risk of a return to war. This victory over the 

Yenneti, I fear, incites a renewed effort against us.”   

 

“Honoured, great father,” Skyleader Wistow offered with a smile. “This is a time of 

celebration, is it not?”  

 

As a man of few words, when the Skyleader spoke he usually chose them wisely. Wistow 

stood proudly alongside his ajalou skymen who were still in full battledress. As was dark elf 

tradition, battledress would not be removed until the proclamations of the leaders had been 

made. His helmet was sculpted in the likeness of the head of an ajalou and was festooned 

with the plumage of the male of the species. Fanning from the apex of helmet’s crown was 

striking orange, yellow and blue ajalou crest feathers. Radiating from his eye sockets to the 

bridge of his cheekbones was a pattern of very fine yellow and blue feathers that mimicked 



the male ajalou likeness. Typical of the males of his clan, he also sported the body tattoo of 

a spread-winged ajalou on his back. Blue leathers obscured the back tattoo, but plain to see 

were the eagle talon tattoos extending down his forearms.  

 

Standing together in their colourful ajalou battle dress, the Skyleader and his skymen looked 

impressively fearsome and also expectant.  

 

“Yes, of course, my spirited one. I have said my short piece,” Woden acknowledged, and with 

renewed enthusiasm changed the subject. “I believe we have many heroes to toast. I invite 

King Nefren to sing the praises of the first heroes’ toast?”  

 

“Even so, Woden,” said the king as he stood up again. “I propose a toast to the first hero of 

the sole, Prince Daarés. It was he with the aid of our skymen who succeeded in attracting 

the great Yenneti host and lure them into the Valley of Death.”  

 

Daarés raised his arms and cheered to acknowledge the toast, and more merriment ensued. 

The festivities could now begin and did so with full gusto.  

 

The attributes the dark elves and humans shared in common would soon become apparent. 

 

************************************************************* 

 

Later in proceedings, the party had broken into small groups. Although more demur, the 

mood continued to be buoyed by heartfelt exchanges and laughter.  

 

Natashi had been keeping an eye on Yarlil during the evening. Her sister’s interest was 

transparent to read. She watched Yarlil talking with Aghan Astaram’s daughters. Shortly 

after that, she observed them break off to engage Daarés sidemen riders. As planned, 

Daarés soon found himself isolated. Yarlil seized this moment to approach.  

 

“To the hero of the sole,” she said, raising her goblet.  

 

“Princess Yarlil,” he acknowledged. “I understand that you had no small part in the Valley of 

Death victory yourself.”  

 

“Ah!” she said, obviously pleased at this recognition. “Is that not my role? To help Essenee 

nobles be heroic.”  

 

Daarés laughed. “Frankly speaking, I am grateful just to have survived. There were moments 

I envisaged an awful death.”  

 

She knew there was a reason she liked this human. He wasn’t full of his own self-

importance. “So, my Prince, I have a question if I may,” she said with a sly grin.  

 



Daarés face sobered. He suddenly remembered who he was talking to and chose to be a 

little more guarded. “Princess Yarlil, as genuine as you appear, I have to remind myself how 

you love to sport.”  

 

“Well, thank you, my observant Prince, it is good you appreciate my dark charm. But to my 

question, what do you think of this talk of racial intermixing?”    

 

He considered her for a moment. Daarés himself was quarter dark elf on his mother’s side, 

but had none of Yarlil’s Elvan features, except for his slightly angular face. In addressing 

Yarlil’s question, he remembered that King Nefren was quarter human. Yarlil was tall and 

slim but shapely for a female dark elf. He didn’t mind her deep olive skin but found her 

“black-pool” Elvan eyes disquieting. Not only did Yarlil have the dark elf sclera or black 

“eye-whites” but her irises were also black. This made her eyes completely dark or “black-

pool”. Also in keeping with her kind, Yarlil had the prominent cheekbones with the 

elongated sharp facial features and extended pointed ears of her kind. Apart from her 

female curves, it was Yarlil’s engaging vivaciousness that Daarés regarded as her most 

human quality.  

 

Daarés treated her question respectfully. “If you are asking me should we be cautious of 

choosing those with whom we share our secret lineage, I don’t see much choice. If you are 

asking me whether I am proud of my lineage and believe we should pursue acceptance in 

our wider communities, I believe that too.”  

 

“Egordia!” she expressed in Elvan. “You have a good head and a courageous heart, my 

Prince,” she stated for his benefit. Yarlil then held him in a long stare in a way that was so 

dark elf. Finally, she chose to share her mystery. “I have been having dreams of faraway 

places, and I have seen you in them. It disturbs me that despite your wolf cabal, you do not 

have a pack to protect you.” 

 

The animal spirits run strongly in this one, Daarés reminded himself. Yarlil’s backless 

leather tunic revealed her cabal tattoos. On her left shoulder was the wolf head emblem 

which matched his own. On her right shoulder arm was the bear head, and on her back was 

the tattoo he admired most, a large head of a white unicorn. Unlike her dark elf peers, she 

did not have any matching claws, talons or hoof tattoos on her forearms.    

 

“You honour me with such concerns, Princess,” he said, starting to believe she wasn’t 

playing with him.  

 

“I would like you to sleep with a she-wolf tonight?” she announced, looking at him intently; 

searching his emotions.  

 

Daarés was dumbstruck at first and then tried to find her meaning. He knew the Ell Avon 

practised weird and wonderful animal lore. As Yarlil was the Warleader of the wolverines, he 

was genuinely unsure what she was alluding to. But then, of course, she was clever with 

double meanings and the dark ones loved to play tricks with one’s emotions.  



 

Watching him struggle with her question, she started to smile and then began to laugh. 

 

Daarés took umbrage. “The only she-wolf I see here tonight is the one in front of me,” he 

retaliated out of frustration.   

 

Yarlil stared back wide-eyed and made a provocative face. “The Prince makes a suggestion?” 

she asked moving in closer to create sexual tension between them. She was taller than him 

and probably quicker with a knife, he expected. This close-up, her “black-pool” gaze was 

most unnerving. 

 

Yep, this doesn’t bode well, he thought.  

 

“Yarlil, I thought you were sincere about something, and now I’m at a loss to really 

understand what we’re talking about.” 

 

“True, my Prince,” she said, turning away and smiling again at him in her devilish way. She 

then looked at him seriously as if to signify she was back onto task.  

 

“Humans can be fun, but my concern tonight is about what Woden the Wise had to say 

earlier.” Noticing Daarés was listening, Yarlil continued with her proposition. “This is about 

protecting our human-elf bloodlines. In this vein, I want to make a gift to you in recognition 

of what the handsome Daarés has accomplished for the Ell Avon.”  

 

Daarés was intrigued but still puzzled.  

 

“I want you to den with Arlia, my she-wolf, and win her confidence and trust. She has young 

pups, and I want you to bond with them and become their pack leader.” 

 

Yarlil realised he was missing the significance. “Arlia is a Dare Wolf. Your namesake Daarés,” 

she said for emphasis. “We believe nothing happens by coincidence and your name and wolf 

cabal has significance. Purebred Dare wolves are rare and very special. Under the right 

circumstances, they will bond-link with you and become a powerful ally. As I said earlier 

about my dreams, I believe your destiny will take you far away from the protection of the 

fellowship of Atlans Deep.” 

 

“I am honoured, I think,” he said, still trying to absorb the significance of her offer.  

 

Yarlil regarded Daarés fondly as he struggled with her intent. I do like this Prince, she 

mused. “Good, I will meet you at your quarters later tonight with Arlia and her pups. I will, of 

course, need to stay and give Arlia comfort and assist with your instruction.”   

 

Noticing his reaction, Yarlil quickly qualified her remark. “That is unless you would prefer 

my mother to stay with you? After all, she was the one who taught me how to perform these 

duties.”  



 

As far as Daarés was concerned, her mother was to be avoided at all costs. “No, Yarlil, I 

think we should just keep this between ourselves,” he requested, alarmed by the alternative. 

 

“Of course, see you later then,” she said nonchalantly, and then turned to leave.  

 

He breathed a sigh of relief. It was never straightforward dealing with the dark ones, and 

Yarlil was trickier than most. He started to wonder what he had just gotten himself into but 

was distracted by his favourite dark elf tattoo on her back. It was the head of a magnificent 

white unicorn. It faced square-on, so the beast’s head stared back. He particularly liked the 

visual effect of how its horn tapered upwards along her backbone. He watched closely, 

enjoying the moment as she walked away. Somehow the way her back muscles flexed gave it 

realism. It almost seemed as if the beast was watching him, the effect was so life-like.  

 

To his disbelief, the unicorn winked at him.  

 

Surely not, he thought, suddenly feeling spooked.  

 

Just when Daarés convinced himself it was his mind playing tricks, Yarlil looked over her 

shoulder. Wearing a wry grin, she winked at him with her left eye; just as the unicorn had 

done.   

 

Yep, there is definitely something edgy about this one, he considered.   

 

Daarés figured it was going to be a restless night. 

 

Rendezvous  
6 months later 
 

Valakân, Archduke of the North Essenee and Overlord of the Realm of Verderan, was back in 

his saddle where he felt most comfortable. It was sad to leave his Vaulkinär fortress town of 

Avallåch. He had enjoyed catching up with family and friends. They had been travelling for 

five sunrises and were approaching South Essenee territory. The rolling plains of tall grass 

stretched out before them as they headed toward Antark, the ruling city of the Realm of 

Verderan.  

 

His mind was now focused on the matters of Court that awaited him. He was in no rush and 

not looking forward to the hectic schedule Algarve would have organised for him. To be fair, 

he expected Algarve, his chancellor, would have attended to most matters including the 

squabbles of the merchant guild. There were those duties, of course, he had to do himself, 

including presiding over the Ruling Assembly sittings and entertaining visiting dignitaries. 

Most pressing of these was the planned visit of Archduke Peshwar, the presiding Warlord on 

the Imperial Council itself. Yes, that is sure to be a chore, he thought. No doubt Peshwar 

would be pursuing an agenda. Valakân expected it would involve difficult decisions.  

 



The Antark Palace cavalry escort was now visible in the far distance. They were waiting to 

relieve his riders at the border gatehouse. Valakân turned to his Vaulkinär Marschal and 

bade him and his escort of riders their leave.  

 

“Daarés, I’ll race you to the gatehouse?” he said, urging his steed forward before the prince 

had a chance to react.  

 

Captain Khalid of the Antark Palace guards sardonically regarded the king and prince 

approaching at full gallop; obviously racing each other. “If somebody wanted to ambush 

them this would be the perfect situation. North Essenee exuberance and hubris, spare me 

please,” he said in frustration.  

 

His Master-at-Arms sideman nodded from his saddle to give due deference. “Yes, Captain, 

but times at court have been a might tidier these last few solars under Vaulkinär rule. Can 

you blame them for letting their hair down out here on the open plains?” 

 

As if on cue, a line of masked figures rose from the tall grass. A strong wind seemed to pick 

up from nowhere to spook the horses and cause them to halt in their tracks and rear up.  

 

Captain Khalid raised his spyglass to get a closer look. He could see the party carried spears 

and longbows. They were deftly closing in to encircle the overlord.  

 

“Woodelven!” shouted the captain. “To the Overlord now!” 

 

********************************************************** 

 

Valakân took in the unfolding events. He had always associated the Woodelven with 

woodland terrain. He couldn’t believe how quickly they were being encircled. Valakân did 

note their weapons were not raised; at least not yet. 

 

“Daarés, I believe they wish to talk first, and we need to buy time. Agreed?” he said, keeping 

his eye on the advancing foe.  

 

“As you say, father,” replied Daarés, clearly agitated by their predicament. 

 

“Hail Valakân, Warlord of Vaulkinär, Overlord of Verderan and smiter of the Yenneti. Even 

from this distance, the booming voice of the lead Woodelven reverberated loudly.  

 

The last reference mentioning the Yenneti was a pointed one and sounded ominous to 

Valakân. He mentally prepared for battle.  

 

“I don’t like the way this is starting, father,” Daarés added.  

 

“I am Ju Dou, the One of the One Forrest. I speak for the Jan Vaálon,” he said as he put up 

his hand to command the advancing Woodelven to stop. 



 

 Ju Dou then advanced alone towards the two riders.  

 

Valakân figured the Woodelven was almost seven feet tall. He was slender of build with 

elongated features including pointed ears, long limbs and an angular face. His green eyes 

were in keeping with his pale green complexion. The languid movement and vacant stare 

seemed to put him in a faraway place or semi-dream state.  

 

“Greetings, Ju Dou the One,” said Valakân upon his final approach. “Your appearance is out 

of place on these open plains and far from your home woodlands.” 

 

“That is because I seek an audience with you,” Ju Dou replied in his booming voice. “One in 

private and, therefore, unannounced.” 

 

Valakân considered the request. If they wanted him dead, it would have been over by now. 

By reputation, the Jan Vaálon were not impulsive or ill-measured. If this Ju Dou was the One 

as he claimed, this meeting was unprecedented. “Daarés, I have decided to honour Ju Dou’s 

request. I suggest you intercept the Captain and take up guard out of earshot.”  

 

“As you wish, father,” he acknowledged and sped off. 

 

Valakân dismounted and walked up to Ju Dou, and was about to say, I’m all ears before he 

caught himself. As he came closer, Ju Dou towered above him. Valakân studied Ju Dou’s 

enigmatic serene countenance. He had few dealings outside of direct battle with his kind.  

The differences between the dark elves and these Woodelven were plain to see.  

 

Ju Dou wore no armour other than what appeared to be an ornately carved wooden 

headpiece. Its design was likened to two broad leaves folded together. At the crest extended 

a tuft of curiously ornate fronds. The other Woodelven wore simple bark facemasks wrapped 

around their eyes and the side of their heads.  

 

In the light breeze, Ju Dou’s short-sleeved tunic gently fluttered. Firmly placed in the 

ground, he held an ancient wooden staff that was fashioned in a gnarly twisted spiral. The 

only adornment Valakân noticed was a fine gold chain necklace from which hung a green 

emerald in a gold teardrop setting. 

  

They stood together for a while, saying nothing. Ju Dou was impossible to read as his facial 

expression was inscrutable. When The One started to speak, he did so in the melodic tones 

of his race. “I understand you have become a friend to Elvan kind.”    

 

Confirmation of friendship might normally be regarded an appeasing statement, but given 

the hostilities between the two Elvan races, Valakân wondered if this could also be a self-

damning admission. The overlord decided to respond tactfully, but as truthfully as he could. 

“If you mean; have I tried to protect my Elvan friends from certain peril, then you are 

correct.”   



 

“I perceive that your son is of Elvan blood.”   

 

Well, that touchy point didn’t take long, Valakân thought.  

 

Given that racial intermixing was the root cause of so much bloodshed, Valakân now fully 

expected this conversation to deteriorate. “Yes,” he simply answered and steeled himself for 

a retaliatory response. None was forthcoming.   

 

Ju Dou pressed further. “Outside of your human-Elvan family you have enlisted other 

families of mankind to defend the Ell Avon; have you not?”  

 

“You have the truth of it, Ju Dou,” Valakân confirmed, trying to guess where the giant man 

was going with all this. 

 

Ju Dou then turned to face Valakân. The Archduke was spellbound by the giant man’s gaze. 

Time seemed to stand still. “You have, perhaps without knowing, turned a great wheel in the 

Elvan experience of experiences.”  

 

Good lord, wondered Valakân. Turned how; favourably or unfavourably?  

 

As Ju Dou continued, the words seemed to flow in natural rhythms. “In so doing, you have 

enabled the Jan Vaálon to move forward by realising a new truth; this is not something we 

perceived could ever come from mankind. As the One of this new cycle, I first tell you all 

differences between the Jan Vaálon and Ell Avon are dissolved. The Yenneti have been 

recalled into the One Forrest for mutual protection.”  

 

Valakân was delighted by the news. He felt the world changing. It seemed as though a new 

dawn arrived. 

 

Ju Dou next waved his staff into the air to make a symbol. “The Jan Vaálon recognise the 

North Essenee clans Vaulkinär, Hamiryeh and Galdor as the Ones who aided the Ell Avon in 

their time of greatest need and danger. Their leaders are granted rite of passage into the 

One Forrest and are welcome to visit anytime.”  

 

Valakân immediately understood this was a rare honour and nodded accordingly.  

 

Ju Dou then lowered his staff and announced, “As to the affairs of man.” Upon this remark, 

he made a facial expression which Valakân guessed was bemusement. “We perceive you will 

be swept into a whirlwind of turbulences, as will other great spirits. It fascinates us how 

such a youthful short-lived race finds itself at the centre of such a vast storm. I am here to 

let you know, where we can, we shall offer mankind assistance.”  

 

Valakân was amazed by this turnaround of events. “This is welcome and surprising news. I 

acknowledge the gift of Woodelven hospitality and extend my thanks on behalf the North 



Essenee,” he responded. Privately, Valakân wondered what caused this huge change of 

heart.  

 

“As you say,” acknowledged the towering figure. “Think wisely about how and when you 

choose to communicate this news to your fellow kind. We will continue to watch with 

interest.”  

 

Ju Dou left to join the other Woodelven and then turned to speak with the booming voice he 

had used before. “Farewell Valakân, Warlord of Vaulkinär, Overlord of all Verderan, smiter of 

the Yenneti and Al Gadish.” At this last reference, all of the Woodelven present bowed in 

perfect unison and then bid their leave.  

 

For a short meeting, it was a headful. Valakân felt as though a great weight had been lifted. 

There was much to think about. As he watched the Woodelven fade into the distance, the 

query came to him. “What is an Al Gadish?” He muttered to himself. 

 

A moment later, the voice of Ju Dou magically carry over the plains. In his melodic tones, the 

voice answered, “Al Gadish is your Elvan title which means, new cycle starter.” 

 

Mystery upon mystery. It is the Elvan way, Valakân concluded. 

 

Overlord to Warlord 

Located to the north-west of Mu, Verderan was a realm of sweeping grassland plains 

encroached by wooded hills at the footsteps of the Kraken Ranges and Atlans Mountains. 

Verderan boasted the most productive farm and hunting lands in Mu. This region was 

known for the finest horse breeding and waggon & chariot building craftsmanship. On its 

extremities to the east were the Woodelven and Dark Elf homelands and to the west the 

borders of Muaryia and Krakenlore. To the north stretched the wilderness outlands of the 

inhospitable, frozen reaches of the soaring Atlans Mountains.  

 

The Essenee were a mixture of two peoples; the Southern and Northern Essenee.  

 

South Essenee was once part of the old Holy Ordean Empire. When the Empire fell before the 

invasion of the seafaring Illantheans, the Northerners annexed the South from Ordean 

control and formed the greater realm of Verderan. Antark, the ancient port city, remained as 

the capital because of its importance as a centre of trade and commerce. The South Essenee 

claim a common ancestry with the Muaryians, harking back to ancient Onness.  

 

The North Essenee were a feudal society that focused on grazing and game hunting. Over 

time, they reorganised to defend against the unpredictable Elf-kind, the marauding beasts 

of the Atlans and the irascible Highlanders of Krakenlore.  

 

North Essenee origins trace back to the times of the great refugee influxes that followed the 

Tempest when navigable northern passages opened. As a people, they are characterised by 

their olive skin, almond-shaped eyes, lean musculature and hazel or deep green eyes. The 



North Essene are also renowned horsemen expert with the bow. Their distinctive appearance 

sets them apart from those to the south who claimed kinship with the Muaryians. Despite 

the loss of life from the Elvic Wars, some North Essenee still carried the traits of their racial 

intermixing with the dark elves.   

 

The annex to the Great Hall of Antark Palace, known as the Privy, was chosen for its intimacy 

and privacy. From the southern aspect, the Privy overlooked the ancient port city. Beyond 

the port, it offered sweeping views of the Astera Sea. This outlook made it a favourite place 

to hold small private gatherings.  

 

Although few, the assembly didn’t lack in importance due the powerful personalities 

present. This was the meeting with Peshwar, Archduke of Muaryia, Duke of Sinkatha and 

Warlord to the Imperial Council, that Valakân had been dreading upon his return from 

Avallåch. He had just learned of the shocking news from Mu. This elevated the meeting’s 

political importance beyond his worst expectations. 

 

Valakân was pleased to have completed the formal introductions Mu Court protocol 

dedicated. He gave a thankful nod to Algarve his Chancellor. As a born and bred South 

Essenee, Algarve was well versed in matters of Mu Court protocol. It was also his Chancellor 

who had convinced Valakân to accept the title of Overlord as opposed to Warlord that was 

traditional to North Essenee custom. Ironically, this was the title of office reserved for the 

Imperial Council and held by the visiting head of state now sitting opposite.  

 

“I have just learned of the Emperor’s death. I am sorry for Mu’s loss. Constantine will be 

difficult to replace, and I will miss his counsel,” Overlord Valakân began. 

 

“Please understand, Overlord, I also have just arrived by boat to learn of this shocking news 

myself,” responded the Warlord. Peshwar’s diction was spoken in the particular manner of 

the Muaryian nobility. Being North Essenee, Valakân had to concentrate to understand him.  

 

Peshwar was clearly the younger of the two. He was a dark-haired strongly built man who 

was proud of his appearance. In due recognition of his military victories, the ambitious 

Peshwar had earned the office of Warlord and “Defender of the Empire.” Accordingly, he 

wore the formal black and red military dress of House Peshwar. 

 

“This has potentially grave consequences because it unsettles an already unstable situation 

in Muaryia,” explained Warlord Peshwar. “You should be aware that relations between the 

noble houses have become polarised and this, well, assassination, to call it what it is, can 

only make things more precarious.”  

 

“The situation will be most difficult to contain should hostilities break out, I suggest,” 

interrupted Chancellor Mira, seated on Peshwar’s left.  

 

It aggravated Valakân that Mira spoke out of turn and caused him to give her a stern look. 

This reminded him that she was without noble heritage. Then again, perhaps this behaviour 



was reflective of an overly familiar relationship? He knew Peshwar was unmarried and had 

heard rumours of a dalliance between these two. 

 

“If it is war they want, we’ll be prepared, Warlord,” said First Knight Máàlor in a resonant 

voice. Máàlor’s was the current reigning Champion of Champions in the Emperor’s 

Tournament. Valakân regarded his towering bulk and fearsome demeanour. He concluded 

the First Knight’s appearance supported his reputation as a merciless opponent in battle.    

 

“As indeed is a united North and South Essenee,” said First Knight Rapace, not to be outdone 

by his counterpart opposite. Prince Daarés, who sat on his father’s right, suppressed a grin 

at this exchange in hubris.  

 

Peshwar put up his hand to regain the conversation lead. “I don’t expect an outbreak of 

hostilities will happen until after the new Emperor is decided. The outcome of the election 

is, therefore, pivotal. I have to ask, Overlord, when is this Imperial Council election due to be 

held?” 

 

Valakân was perplexed. If he had received the official communiqué, he should know?  

 

Peshwar read the confused expression. “The notification I received of the Emperor’s death 

was from Prince Fredrick, or should I say His Grace, the newly ascended Duke of Inkatha. He 

accuses me of being the perpetrator of his father’s assassination. This is how I first came to 

learn the shocking news.”  

  

Valakân clearly read that Peshwar was angry finding out this way. 

  

Peshwar further elaborated. “Fredrick claims he will not rest until he has evidence to prove 

his accusations. This, of course, means the accusations are unfounded. By rights, I could 

challenge him for unjustly defaming me. An accusation as outrageous as this should not go 

unanswered.”  

 

“I see,” acknowledged Valakân, envisaging where this might all be leading. “Chancellor 

Algarve, would you be kind enough to show our Warlord a copy of the official 

communication from Mu Palace? You can read the full details for yourself Warlord, but in 

direct answer to your question, I believe the next Imperial Council is slated in forty sunrises 

upon the two full moons.”  

 

Valakân well knew of Peshwar’s pride in his House. He remembered several occasions where 

Peshwar explained to his peers that House Peshwar was the first of the Royal Houses of Mu. 

House Peshwar harked back to Ferdinand Peshwar the Great, the first Emperor of Mu. Proud 

of this heritage, Peshwar made no secret he was covetous of reclaiming imperial ascension.  

 

“You must surely acknowledge you have never hidden your aspirations to be the next 

emperor,” he ventured, to test a response.  

 



“Oh please, Valakân. That is right, but as part of the natural process and in the fullness of 

time. This is all a bit premature. I hoped that you of all people, away from Muaryian intrigue, 

would see how too obvious that must seem.” 

 

“My earnest Warlord, what I say is without prejudice. I simply reiterate what Prince Fredrick 

says, and many must privately think, notwithstanding the serious nature of making his 

accusation public,” responded Valakân. “You are the most obvious heir, and unfortunately, 

the one who has declared intent and ambition is this regard. Given the state of affairs you 

allude to in Muaryia, this is a very dangerous situation for the Empire.” 

 

“On that, we agree. This is why I seek your counsel and support,” said Peshwar.  

 

Chancellor Mira indicated she wanted to speak. Valakân was happy to acknowledge her 

manners.  

 

“My Lords, Prince, Excellency and sirs, the question to ask is, what does the assassination of 

the Emperor achieve? If the assassin’s intent, were to discredit His Grace from contention, 

perhaps we should ask, who becomes the most likely successor?”  

 

Valakân regarded the Chancellor. Mira was not an unattractive woman but displayed a 

superior air, probably born of her mentat training, which he found off-putting. Mira wore a 

traditional long dress in the black and red colours of House Peshwar. Her flawless, smooth 

fair skin and long straight black hair were indicative of Muaryian lineage.   

 

“This implies that for the first time, the Imperial Council may choose to elect a non-

Muaryian. I suggest this throws the contest wide open. In doing so, I contend the election 

could be influenced by the perpetrator or perpetrators of this crime,” said Mira. 

 

“A logical point Chancellor Mira,” responded Valakân. Was she trying to be manipulative? If 

so; to what purpose?  

 

Valakân decided to offer Mira more rope to play with. “Very well, let’s consider Warlord 

Peshwar is out of contention; who would you expect is the most logical successor, 

Chancellor?” 

 

“Thank you, Your Grace,” she said, smiling sweetly and bowed to show deference. “Can I 

suggest that we use a process of elimination, starting with the most unlikely candidates?”  

 

Valakân disliked her feminine wiles but encouraged her to continue with her analysis. 

 

“I group Krakenlore and the Imanishi together. None are regular attendees of the Imperial 

Council and, therefore, do not offer serious candidacy. I also suggest that they are too 

removed from the affairs of Mu to wish to be considered in the first place,” she said with a 

dismissive air.  

 



“Fair enough,” said Valakân, trying to guess where this was leading.  

 

“I group King Fārādin and Archduke Adakar as outsiders for similar reasons. Yes, they have 

well-structured courts and administrations, but both are removed from Mu society and its 

complexities and intrigue. The Illantheans are newcomers, and King Fārādin needs to 

establish acceptance and trust before wishing to influence Mu political affairs. Archduke 

Adakar is too isolated in his Ordean fortress. Frankly, his mage interests make him too 

mysterious to be trusted by the Council,” she said, leading to her conclusion. 

  

“And then there is His Grace, the North Essenee liberator. It has been eight solar cycles since 

His Grace invaded the South to became Overlord of the combined Essenee people. Verderan 

enjoys strong trade and cultural relationships with Muaryia, and that makes you a most 

plausible alternative and likely benefactor; given the current state of affairs in Mu,” Mira 

concluded with another sweet smile.   

 

Daarés noticed how Mira’s comments startled Peshwar. Does she take such initiative on her 

own accord?  

 

Valakân decided he didn’t like or trust this woman. He also knew this very pointed thesis 

needed a careful response on his part. “Is this why you have travelled to Antark? To 

implicate myself and Verderan in some conspiracy?” Valakân Challenged. 

 

“Hardly, Your Grace. After all, I am the one being accused here,” Peshwar apologetically 

responded. He gave a stern looked to his Chancellor before he spoke next. Mira returned his 

look with confident self-assuredness. “Like you, I am still shocked by this news. The only 

particulars I know are the ones contained in the official notice you handed me. As strange as 

it may now seem, our purpose in coming was to build relations. To speak plainly, I didn’t 

expect a combined North and South Essenee to last. I thought it more likely that civil war 

would ensue. Ironically, this is the very situation we face in Muaryia. Instead, you have 

managed to quell the fractious South Essenee nobility and build a strong and stable realm. I 

am envious of this achievement.” Peshwar nodded to give Valakân his due recognition.  

 

“My Chancellor and I, in fact,” continued Peshwar again looking at Mira pointedly, “visit 

Antark for the purpose of expanding our trade connections and facilities. So please forgive 

Her Excellency for the impromptu assessment.” 

 

“Your Graces, I was protecting the Warlord,” added Mira. “My purpose was to demonstrate 

how easy it is to make misleading inferences or accusations; as indeed the young Duke of 

Inkatha has just done.”  

 

Clever and dangerous, thought Valakân. He would not allow them to play the conspiracy 

card unrebutted, in spite of their sweet talking.  

 

“I thank the Warlord and Chancellor for their remarks,” Valakân began. “I am, as you have 

amply stressed, North Essenee, and do not fool myself that I am so acceptable to the 



Muaryian Court or for that matter South Essenee Court and society. You are correct Warlord, 

the challenges in quelling the South Essenee factions has been an ongoing issue. On the 

back of the war with the Woodelven, my blood ties to the dark elves further relegate my 

candidacy as an obvious front-runner. I, therefore, suggest that the Chancellor’s analysis is 

a little disingenuous.”   

 

Mira regarded Valakân with an inscrutable look while Peshwar appeared to be weighing up 

his words. Daarés keenly observed the way his father was handling the situation. 

 

Valakân had a counter viewpoint. “A potential flaw in the Chancellor’s construct is that she 

only considers a political motive. Mu has enemies both within and beyond its boundaries. 

Foes with agendas not apparent to us.” He then leant forward for emphasis and asked, “Have 

you considered a more sinister motive?”  

 

“Like what?” an intrigued Peshwar responded.  

 

“The fall of the Empire itself,” he said. “What you have outlined suggests other forces may be 

acting to weaken the very foundations upon which this Empire is built.” 

 

There was a pause as everyone in the Privy guessed at the implications. 

 

Finally, Peshwar said, “You know, Valakân, I admit I hadn’t considered that viewpoint. What 

you say should be carefully weighed. We thank you for this counsel.” 

 

“We play someone else’s game. That is what you infer,” suggested a thoughtful Mira.  

 

“A civil war in the central realm would make the Empire susceptible to attack,” said Máàlor, 

considering the potential military consequences.  

 

“Yes, but an attack from where? Who might seek such a thing?” queried Prince Daarés.  

 

“Perhaps the true nature of this peril is yet to be revealed,” responded Valakân.  

 

In saying this, he reflected on the warning offered by Ju Dou, the One of the One Forrest.  

 

“We perceive you will be swept into a whirlwind of turbulences, as will other great spirits. It 

fascinates us how such a youthful short-lived race finds itself at the centre of such a vast 

storm…” 

 

Halgärt Castle 

Like all structures built by the Krakenmorroon giants, Halgärt Castle was of a scale that 

created a sense of grandeur. At their height, the Krakenmorroon Giants had settlements over 

those parts of Mu that existed before the ocean receded. The most famous of the massive 

stone structures were known as the Great Works. Halgärt, the adopted home of House 



Langärton, was a testament to the fine stonework and joinery that enabled these structures 

to withstand the test of time. 

 

It was after dinner, and the Archduke and Archduchess of South Essenee had retired to the 

drawing room to enjoy a private moment by the open hearth fire. Sitting quietly on the 

comfortable couch together, the two looked diminutive in the large room with its huge 

ornate fireplace and high ceilings. Not atypical of the great family homes in Mu, Halgärt 

Castle was a magnificent example of Krakenmorroon architecture. 

 

“So you accepted,” announced the Archduchess, to break the silence. “You agreed to be part 

of Verderan’s official party to celebrate the election of a new Emperor,” she added in an 

accusative voice.  

 

That was quick, thought the Archduke. Langärton had deliberately let it come out over 

dinner in front of their guests. His intention was to give his wife time to adjust to the idea.  

“Why Jeneviève, I thought you enjoyed such occasions,” he teased.  

 

“I would enjoy it more if you were on the Imperial Council and a contender to become the 

next Emperor. Instead, I will be playing lady-in-waiting to that northerner half-breed, who 

pretends to be Archduchess.”  

 

“My dear, you have taken a turn since our guest’s departed.”  

 

“I gather it is expected that I hang by her side the whole time we are in Mu Court,” she said 

and then paused to think. “This will create odious commentary. I’ll be privately vilified. 

Aghh! You ask a lot, my husband.”  

 

Langärton regarded his wife with a circumspect look. Even when she was in a foul mood, he 

couldn’t help admire the way she maintained her regal air and classic Muaryian beauty. 

Jeneviève was in her middle years and still had luxuriant long black hair and perfect pale 

skin.  Langärton, by comparison, had fairer hair and a strongly built disposition that harked 

back to his ancient Highlander heritage. 

 

“Jen, this lack of grace doesn’t become you. Would you join me in some sweetened firewater 

to brighten your spirits?” he offered. 

 

“I’ll do it myself,” she snapped. “I need to practice my duties for when we visit the River 

Citadel.” At that, she stood up and defiantly strode across to the sideboard and poured two 

glasses. 

 

“Come, my dear,” Jeneviève pleaded. “Surely you must feel a sense of injustice. It was only a 

few cycles back, these nomadic horsemen, come graziers invaded us and annexed South 

Essenee from the Old Empire. What do they know of Mu Court protocol and etiquette?” 

 



Langärton gave his wife an unimpressed look. “That is why we have been invited to 

accompany the Overlord and Archduchess Merlylin. And besides, you forget things were a 

might despotic on the Potentate’s watch. Under Holy Ordean rule, South Essene had become 

Tyron’s thiefdom. He was a cruel, greedy man who delighted in playing one House of 

against the other. Things are much more settled under Valakân now the corrupt ways of the 

Old Empire have been cleaned up.” 

 

“I grant you things are less fractious, but that’s because he appointed you as Archduke. The 

Noble Houses resent northerner rule. It is because of you, my dear, they toe the line,” she 

accused with a pointing finger. “They don’t rise up and kick this usurper out because of you. 

Why do you support him so?” 

 

Langärton was nodding in agreement. “I think you answer your own question. Valakân has 

done something we couldn’t do ourselves, and that is to bring us together. Trade and 

commerce prosper. A united North and South Essenee is second only to Muaryia. Given the 

recent troubles in Mu, I suggest we are now the more stable realm.” 

 

“I admire your loyalty. That’s why I feel so trapped,” Jeneviève admitted. In saying this, she 

gave a sigh of exasperation. 

 

Langärton took a thoughtful sip of sweetened firewater while watching his wife remonstrate. 

“Now that Archduchess Merlylin is coming to Antark, you should try to get to know your 

northern counterpart. Take a lead from Henry. He and Prince Daarés get on famously,” 

Langärton suggested. 

 

“Well they might. They are both adventurous young men who enjoy playing soldier 

together.”  

 

“It’s more than that, and you know it, Jen.”  

 

“At least, Daarés looks normal, for a North Essenee,” she qualified. “The mother, though, is 

touched by the dark one’s look and ways. Those pointy ears and that chiselled face, most 

unbecoming,” she said looking aghast. 

 

Langärton smirked in response to her bigotry.  “I’m sure Valakân doesn’t see it like that,” he 

cheekily smiled. 

 

“True, the North Essenee are different to us. Even so, if I had their olive skin and almond-

eyed looks, I still couldn’t entertain the idea of fraternising with the dark ones,” she replied, 

shaking her head at the thought. “Do I need to remind you interracial fraternisation was the 

cause of one war? It is only because the late Emperor got the Imperial Council to outlaw 

future indiscretions that a peace agreement was possible with the Woodelven.  

 



“Yes, in the meanwhile, the war between the Ell Avon and the Woodelven continues,” 

responded Langärton. “The stories of the battles against the Yenneti sound unforgivable. It 

shouldn’t be allowed to continue.”  

 

“Not our fight. House Valakân compromises this realm. Having an Elvan half-breed 

Archduchess and a quarter-bred prince residing in the capital makes for unsettled peace.  

 

“It’s still not right. My great grandfather gave his life to save the Ell Avon,” replied the 

troubled Archduke.  

 

“That was long ago and before this interbreeding. That’s what is not right.”   

 

Valakân was unconvinced but decided to drop the subject.  

  

Unexpected Visitor 

Prince Daarés had just finished a training session with sidemen riders, Hurli and Gustaff 

when his best friend in the Essenee Court, Prince Henry of House Langärton, appeared.  

 

“Hail Daarés,” Prince Henry said as he stepped into the courtyard. “I think you had better 

come, you are being asked to receive an unscheduled visitor.”   

 

“Henry, if this visitor is not expected, why do you expect I would receive him?”  

 

Henry gave Daarés one his knowing smiles and said, “It’s not a he. It’s a princess. And I 

don’t think she’s someone who takes no for an answer, particularly given the company she 

brought with her. The guards look quite uncomfortable.” 

 

“What are you talking about? I’m not dressed to receive a lady of the court,” he responded, a 

little annoyed by the presumption.  

 

“I don’t think this lady will mind, and bring your sidemen for protection.”  

 

Hurli and Gustaff’s ears picked up on this remark. “Sounds curious,” said Hurli. “Is she 

beautiful as well as dangerous?” he inquired, sensing the excitement.  

 

“An acquired taste, I would say. She has a body that would give you men a run.” 

 

“Fine, fine,” Daarés said, getting up. “You’ve got our attention. What’s this fuss that makes 

the guards uncomfortable?”  

 

Henry cut him off. “Daarés, you’d better hurry, it didn’t look like the guards were handling 

the situation all that well.”  

 

“Right,” he said, galvanised into action. “Come men, this just gets more interesting.” 



 

************************************************************ 

 

Yarlil, Princess of the Ell Avon, stood in the reception hall opposite six guards. The guards 

looked agitated.  

 

Five dare wolves guarded the princess in a semi-circle. Each wolf had the distinctive cream 

coloured V-neck fur collar that offset their dark reddish brown coats. Square shouldered 

with powerfully jawed heads and deep-set eyes, the beasts looked menacing. Dare wolves 

had a reputation for lethal cunning and were not the kind of beast to be let loose in Antark 

Palace.  

 

“Your Highness,” pleaded the Guard of the Watch again. “I am sorry, but we can’t have these 

wild animals inside the palace grounds.”  

 

‘What do you mean?” she asked with stern disapproval. “These wolves are not wild; they are 

trained killers.” At that, a wolf growled as if in acknowledgement. The six guards flinched in 

reaction. “Besides, have I not requested an audience with the Vaulkinär Prince?”  

 

“Yes, Your Highness, it’s just that the Captain of the Guards will have my head if he were to 

find out,” the Guard of the Watch pleaded. 

 

At that moment, Prince Daarés came into view. Yarlil looked him up and down. “Well, are you 

in the habit of meeting the ladies of the court dressed like that, Prince Daarés?”  

 

Daarés snapped a look at Henry, who sheepishly shrugged back. Daarés next noticed the 

wolves’ reaction towards him. Upon entry, they turned and sat to attention in recognition.  

 

That’s spooky, thought Henry.  

 

The wolves’ response impressed Daarés.  She has trained them well, and they do look 

handsome in their mature coats.   

 

“Princess Yarlil, how excellent of you to visit,” he said in a pleasant manner to please her 

dark elf vanity. “Please accept my apologies for receiving you this way. It is because I wanted 

to come straight from my training session to greet you,” he congenially stated. “Would the 

Princess prefer to wait while I get changed?” he asked, pleased with himself in regaining the 

initiative.  

 

“Thank you, my Prince, but no,” she said in response to his courtesy. With a sly grin, she 

countered, “I can see that you are becoming better versed in the ways of the court.” She next 

looked at his sidemen riders, Hurli and Gustaff, and nodded in recognition. Both returned 

her acknowledgement.  

 

“This will be interesting,” hinted Gustaff to Hurli under his breath. 



 

“It always is with the Princess around,” Gustaff whispered back. 

 

Yarlil looked back at Daarés with obvious annoyance and gave a sidelong glance in Henry’s 

direction.  

 

“Oh! Yes,” he said, remembering his manners. “Your Highness, I would introduce Prince 

Henry of House Langärton.”  

 

Henry was mesmerised. He hadn’t seen a female dark elf before, at least not up close. He 

was taken by her unusual striking looks and commanding presence. She wore skin-tight 

leathers that accentuated her athletic form. Her poise and grace suggested to him she was 

fleet of foot; as indeed her race was famous for. He noticed she had no weapons except for 

the five well-trained beasts and a sharp tongue. He found her distinctive Elvan face and 

black-pool eyes added to her mystery. 

 

“A pleasure to meet you, Princess.” Henry bowed.  

 

“House Langärton,” she acknowledged. “You come from distinguished lineage, Prince Henry.”  

 

Daarés was amused by Henry’s awkward reaction and then noticed the discomfort of the 

guards. “Guards of the Watch, thank you for your assistance. I relieve you to other duties 

and accept responsibility for the wolves.”  

 

The guards left with obvious relief.  

 

Yarlil looked purposefully at Daarés. “As promised, Prince Daarés, I present your Dare 

Wolves.”  

 

Daarés acknowledge each wolf individually. They, in turn, made a small sound back in 

acknowledgement. He felt the bond, and with it, a debt of gratitude.  

 

Henry watched with obvious interest, along with Hurli and Gustaff.  

 

Yarlil continued, “They will become your responsibility once we agree on recompense.”  

 

Payment? Yarlil plays her games again, he decided. “Princess while I’m not without 

appreciation or means, this arrangement is news to me.”  

 

“I’m touched by what this response signifies, my Prince. You spend a night with me and my 

bitch without consideration of recompense for my services. Am I to understand you presume 

to invoke the Ell Avon custom to become my mate?  

 

“What?” shouted Henry, hardly believing his ears. “Heavens, Daarés, I had no idea.”  

 



Yep, she has done it again, and in front of Henry. I’ll never hear the end of this, he thought, 

while inwardly cringing. 

 

Yarlil turned to Henry with a menacing look. In unison, the five wolves snapped their heads 

and growled at him.  

 

Henry’s humorous disposition was instantly quelled. “Fine, fine...” he said, backing away 

with his hands in the raised. “I didn’t mean to offend.”  

 

The two sidemen stared on, wide-eyed in disbelief. 

 

Daarés recovered his composure. “Yes, to be clear, I shared a den one night with a she-wolf 

and her pups under your instruction. And here they are now, grown up and looking very 

handsome. What kind of recompense did you have in mind, Princess?”  

 

Yarlil smiled again, looking at him suggestively. “What do you mean, Daarés, by suggesting 

different kinds of recompense?” To make him feel even more out of place, she deliberately 

looked him up and down in his sparring outfit. 

 

I hate this! Daarés lamented. “I meant, Princess, how much would be the appropriate 

payment?”  

 

“Oh! I see,” she said, feigning disappointment.  

 

Yarlil’s mood then turned serious. “My apologies, Prince Daarés,” she said, at last, to let him 

off the hook. “You know how I like to spar. Can we talk privately about more pressing 

matters? I also need to instruct you on the care of your pack.”  

 

Daarés relaxed at this change in conversation; as did the others in the room.  

 

“I understand you soon depart on an important journey, so time is short,” Yarlil explained. 

 

What is she talking about? I’m not travelling anywhere, Daarés wondered. Distracted, he let 

the matter go. 

 

The Dark Elf Beast Mistress regarded Daarés with an enigmatic look. She considered the 

careful planning that had led up to this point and reflected upon unfolding events. That is 

for others to worry about; first I need to do my part, she told herself.  

 

He has no idea of the gift I am about to give him, she further mused. 

 

 

 

 

 



END OF THE FIRST THREE CHAPTERS 
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